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I - INTRODUCTION 
Several papers have been published on the Enteropneusta 
of Brazil (J. ,V. Spengel, 1893; F. Müller, 1898; P. Sawaya, 
1950; L. Forneris ,& P. Sawaya, 1953; T. Bjornberg, 1952, 1953, 
1953 a, 1955). Few observations though, have been made on their 
developmental history and none on the relationship of the larvae 
to the adults found and their general distribution on the coast 
of Brazil. 
Although many of the larva e colLected off the coast of Brazil 
have been described (Bjornberg, 1953, 1955), hitherto little atten-
tion has been paid to the great variability of their specific cha· 
racteristics. 'L'he reinvestigation of numerous carefully fixed 
larva e showed that tornaria e mottrei and lilianae) previously des-
cribed from fixed material (Bjornberg, 1953 a) are conspecific 
and belong to BalanoglosstLs clavirwms D. Chiaje. As the use 
of the name tornaria stiasnyi might lead to the supposition that 
this is the larva of Glandiceps stiasn.yi (Rao, 1953), its name 
has been changed to nor'destina in this papel'. 
Tornaria dt/,bia (Spengel, 1893, p. 378) 'was collected off the 
coasts of Paraná, of Santa Catarina, of Baía and of Sergipe 
(States of llrazil) and exists aIs o in the Mediterranean Sea. 
Spengel only gave a brief account of its anatomy (Spengel, 1893, 
p. 378). It therefore calls for more detailed studies. Stages 
of metam.orphosis of these larvae were not obtained in Brazil, 
but were received from AIgiers (Mediterranean Sea). Their 
study in the present work permits a more complete account of 
the development of the larva. 
Larvae previousl~ described as tornaria tveldoni (Stiasny, 
1921), tornaria cairnsiensis (Trewawas, 1931) and tornaria se-
toensis (Stiasny, 1929) were taken off Florianopolis and from · 
19'121,0' S to 05"44,3' N off the coast of BraziL Tornariae mor-
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gani and chierchiai I were aIso collected off Rio Grande do Sul, 
Santos and from 22'139,0' S to 05'144,3' N off the coast of Brazil. 
The variation and morphology of these Iarvae wiU be examined 
comparatively and the implications, resulting from this, estab-
lished with reference to their externaI as weU as their internaI 
anatol1liY. 
This paper is therefore an account of the taxonomy and 
distribution of the Enteropneusta found on the shores of Paraná, 
of São Paulo and in the waters from 34'149,0' S to 05944,3' N off 
Brazil, from 1952 to 1958. 
The collection of the samples was made by the staff working 
at the Instituto Oceanográfico's Laboratory in Cananéia and dur-
ing several cruises along 'the Brazilian coast by ships belonging 
to this Institute, to the Brazilian N avy and to the J apanese 
Government (see the Addenda). A large part of the field work 
and processing of the data was done by the physical oceanogra-
phic staff of the Instituto Oceanográfico; another part by the 
research staff of the Brazilian N avy under the direction of Com. 
P. C. Moreira da Silva; and the "Toko-Maru" data, by the Ja-
panese res'earch staff of this vesseI under the direction of Prof. 
H. Nakamura. The writer feels indebted to all these and to the 
officers and men of the vessels used in the various cruises. 
In the sampling of the larvae the author had the kind help 
of Dl'. M. Vannucci, Dl'. L. Forneris, Mrs. Morigushi, Mrs. Casari 
and Mr. Lupi. Mrs. Casari also helped in the preparation of some 
of the slides used for this papel' and Mr. Lupi helped in the 
typing and organization of the list of the Addenda. To alI these 
the author wishes to express the greatest thanks. 
Copepods were determined thanks to the help of Prof. J. 
Paiva Carvalho; Prof. Müller-Melchers and Mr. C. Teixeira clas-
sified the diatoms; and Dl'. Vannucci, the medusa. 
To those who have aided in the collection of adult ente-
ropneusts, the author is greatly indebted. 
11 '- MATERIAL AND METHODS 
The adults were collected on the beaches of the States of 
Paraná and São Paulo (Brazil). The rearing of the adults as 
·· ~ · 7 ·~ -.-
we]] as the artificial fertilization was tried in São Paulo and 
in Curitiba (Paraná, Brazil), but with no success. 
Forty five adults were narcotized with a MgCh solution in 
sea water. Fixatives used for the adults' were formalin (10 % 
solutibn in sea water), Bouin, Susa, 70<:> aIcohol Or Pampel. 
The larvae were colIected off the Brazilian coast from 
34"49,0' S to 05<144,3' N. P lankton hauls were taken regularly at 
varioús stations, the positions of which are shown on Map 1. 
The positions of the stations of the various expeditionsl which 
also collected plankton are registered on the station lists. Few 
quantitative hauls were made from the ships "Emilia" and "Al-
mirante Saldanha" . Nearly alI colIections were made by oblique 
hauls from fixed depths up to the surface (See the Addenda). 
Immediately after being captured, the larvae kept alive for 
rearing purposes, were placed in finge r bowls in a 220 cc volume 
of sea water. The water was changed at least twice a day. The 
temperature was maintained more 01' less constant at 26<1 C by 
putting a wet cloth around the finger bowls. In this way it 
was possible to real' the larvae from the "Krohn" stage up to 
metamorphosis. Rearing experiments were tried at Cananéia dur-
ing January and February for three succeeding years. 
No anaesthesia was used for the larvae. The drawings of 
the living material were made without the use of narcotization 
media for the animaIs. The use of very dilute solutions of lactic 
acid as a narcotic (Morgan 1894, p. 6) was tried without success. 
Of the 3.205 larvae obtained, 84 were sectioned for histological 
and anatomical studies. MalIory's triple stain, haemalum OI' 
haematoxylin and eosin were used for staining the larvae and 
the aduIt sections. Fixed in Bouin and Pampel the externaI fea-
tures of the larva e were better kept than fixed simpIy with for-
malin at 4 % . 
111 - THE LARV AE 
1 V ARIABILITY OF THE SIZE AND SHAPE 
a) SrzE - The size of the "Krohn" st.age as welI as of the 
other stages of deveIopment of the tornaria of B . clavige1-us varies 
considerably as is shown in the TabIe 1 and in the Histogram 1. 
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'l'he histogram was obtained by the frequency distribution 
of the apical-anal lengths of a hundred laITae of tornaria mourei 
Lype, measured after fixation in the "Krohn" stage. 
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HISTOGRAM 1 
~O~~ O~O~O~O~O~O~O~O~OE ~~~~~~~~~~~mOO~~NN~~~~~E oooóodoti6odd~~r~~~~~~~_ 
MEASUREMENTS IN MM,Or AP1CAl-ANAL L..ENGlliS ('\<RoHN"STAGES), 
IIEIGHT FREQUENCY OF TORXARIAE OF B. GLAVJGEIWS IN 
'l'HE "KROIIN" STAGE 
'l'hey show two frequency maximums, one at 0,75 and another 
at 0,95 mm. A number of these larvae examined when alive in 
the same stage, varied in length from 1,00 mm to 1,50 ml11 and 
are thus slightly smaller than the European tornaria of B . ela-
vigerus) which are often 2 mm 01' a little more in length (Stiasny 
1914, p. 259; Burdon-Jones· 1957, p. 4). 
'l'able 2 shows the apical-anal measurements of the "Krohn" 
stage of tornaria nonlestina. Comparing t hese sizes with those 
of tornaria mourei at the same stage of development we find 
that tornaria nordestina is generally larger. 
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TABLE 2 
APICAL-ANAL LENGTH IN MM OF ;rORNARIA NORDESTINA (FIXED) 
"MeI8chnikolf" I 
atage Localily I "Krohn" slage I Localily 
0,60 Cananéia (Canal Norte) 1,10 Cananéia (B. Abrigo Is.) 
0 ,66 .. " .. 1,17 Cananéia (Argolão) 
0,71 .. .. .. 1,20 Ubatuba 
0,80 .. .. .. 1,25 Cananéia (Argolão) 
0,80 Cananéia (B. Abrigo Is.) 1,30 Cananéia (B. Abrigo Is.) 
0,88 Cananéia (Canal Norte) 1,45 Cananéia (Canal Norte ) 
1,20 Santos 1,45 Florianópolis 
- - 1,54 .. 
- - 1,57 Santos 
- - 1,75 Ubatuba 
- - 2,90 Recife 
Fifty tornariae chierchiai I or morgani, measured in the 
"l{rohn" stage of development, after fixation in a solution 
of 4% formalin, varied from 2,2 mm to 6 mm in apical-anal 
length. 'l'hough not trustworthy, because of the smaII number 
of measured animaIs, a bimodal distribution is also indicated. 
The most frequent size of the "l{rohn", stage is 4 mm. In the 
"Spengel" stage the apical-anal length is' from 4,4 mm to 9 mm, 
thus general1y larger than in the "ICrohn" stage. Larvae co 1-
lected in the shelf waters off Brazil are 4,4 mm to 5,0 mm long, 
when in the "Spengel" stage. Some of those collected from the 
Brazil Current (several miles off the coast) are very long (8 
to 9 mm). 
Size, number of tentacles and shape of the lateral lobe and 
saddle were mentioned by Stiasny (1929, p. 75) to differentiate 
tornaria weldoni from tornaria setoensis. Several larvae are 
found in the same plankton sample (M537) which answer the 
description of these two larvae, but a lot of intermediate forms 
are found as weII, all in the same stage of development. This 
suggests that these larvae really belong to only one species, with 
. very variable charact€rs. The shape of this larva wiII be men-
tioned again later. As for the size, Stiasny (1929, p. 74; 1921, 
p . 223) and Trewawas (1931, .p. 55) measured 3,0 mm to 2,5 mm 
length for tornaria setoensis' and 2,5 mm for tornaria weldoni. 
The Brazilian larvae measure 1,3 to 2,0 mm apical-anal length 
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(12 yO'ung "IüühIi" stages 1vith O'ne sausage shaped pair O'f cO'e-
IO'ma) ; 1,5 to 3,4 mm apical-anallenglh (9 well develO'ped "KrO'hn" 
stages with two pairs O'f sausage shaped cO'elO'ma) ; 3,0 tO' 2,5 mm 
length (5 O'ld "KrO'hn" stages,with, at least (me rectangular 
shaped pair O'f cO'eloma alid anO'ther, either sausage 0'1' redan-
guIar shaped). The measurements shO'w wide overlapping frO'm 
the O'riginal lengths mentiO'ned in the literature~ The "Spengel" 
stage varies frO'm 2,5 mm tO' 1,0 mm (in 7 animaIs). The "Met-
schnikO'ff" stage varies frO'm 1,1 mm tO' 2,5 mm in 4 animaIs. 
TO'rnaria dubia is always fO'und at a great distance O'ff the 
cO'ast and measures 3,3 tO' 0,8 mm in length in the "Spengel" 
stage and 1,15 tO' 0,85 mm in the "KrO'hn" stage. 
The planktO'n cO'llected near tO' the beaches at certain times 
O'f the year (frO'm September O'ne year tO' April the fO'llO'wing 
yeal; ) cO'ntains numerO'us tO'rnarlae in all stages O'fdevelO'pment 
up tO' and including eariy metamO'rphO'sis. The '''KrO'hn'' and 
"Spengel" stages O'f the larvae are usually O'f the smalJer size 
in these samples. When planktO'n is eO'llected at a greater dis-
tance O'ff the cO'ast tO'rnariae are usually in the "KrO'hn", /"Spengel" 
0'1' "Agassiz" stages O'f develO'pment and are Jarg~ in cO'mparisO'n 
with thO'se captured near the cO'ast.Large larvae .captured at 
a greater distance frO'm the cO'ast seem tO' result frO'm an ability 
O'f the species tO' prO'lO'ng its larval existence, when unable tO' find 
a prO'per settling medi um. It is prO'bably a phenO'menO'n O'f de-
layed metamO'rphO'sis (WilsO'n 1958, .p. 88). 
The largest fO'rms O'f tO'rnariae O'ccur inwaters O'f high sa-
linity (mO're thaIl 35.00 0 / 00 ) 0'1' in samples which are taken frO'm 
layers O'f high salini~y ambng O'thers. The waters O'f high sali-
nity and high temperature belO'ng tO' the Brazil Current, a branch 
O'f the SO'uth Equatorial 'Current, which runs alO'ng the Brazilian 
cO'ast in 'a N-S directiO'n. This may answer fO'r the fact that 
tO'rnaria dubia) frO'm the Mediterranean, tO'rnaria morgani and 
tO'rnaria weldoni all frO'm the nO'rthern hemisphere, are alsO' fO'und 
in the sO'uth O'f Brazil. It may alsO' explain why the twO' larvae 
which shO'w the largest sizé in the planktO'n, apparently belO'ng 
tO' the twO' adult fO'rms O'f Ptychoderidae whichhave the largest 
distributiO'n (Ptyohodera flava and Balanoglossus carnosus 0'1' 
B. gigas). 
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b) SI-IAPE - According to Stiasny and Stiasny-"\Vijnhoff 
(1931, p_ 53-52) the following characteristics are of specific im-
portance : the shape of the tornaria, the number of secondary 
saddles and lobes, the form of the dorsal and · lateral primary 
and secondary saddles, the width of the oral area, the height and 
depth of the buccal aperture, the position of the first coelomo-
pore and theform of the digestive tube_ 
1'he shape of the tornaria is conditionedby the stage oi 
deveIopment of the larva. Its variability in different larvae in 
the same stage of development is also conditioned by the quan-
tity of jelly-like substance, which filIs the blastocoeI. 1'hus the 
shape of tornaria dubia varies very little because it has a more 
viscous and voluminous blastocoelic fluid which gives· the tor-
naria more rigidity. 1'he other tornariae which have been exam-
ined show a very variable shape in the living (compare Figs. 
1, 2, PI. 1) as well as in the fixed animaIs (compare Figs. 3-6, 
PI. 1 and Figs. 11-13, PI. 3). 'l'he blastocoelic fluid of these 
animaIs is less viscous and voluminous. Fixatives also have an 
influence on the shape of the larvae. Drawings of tornaria 
mourei in the "Krohn" stage of development fixed in 4% for-
malin sometimes show the apical plate pointed, the anal area 
contracted OI' distended and the ventral belt in a horizontal posi-
tion. In Pampel (Fig. 4, PI. 1) the ventral belt is kept in 
a vertical position as in living specimens'. Figures 1-6 (PI. 1) 
show the variability of width of the oral area and of the position 
of the mouth opening in living and in fixed specimens. Varia-
bility of the inferior lateral lobes of tornaria chierchiai I (Fig. 
7, PI. 2), of tornaria n01'destina and of tornaria weldoni (Fig. 
9, PI. 2) have also been recorded. In these larvae this character 
is largely due to the length of time in which the animaIs have 
been kept in the fixa tive and the nature of the fixatíve. 1'01'-
nariae nordestina recently fixed in Bouin and kept in 70Q alcohol, 
show no lateral lobe (Fig. 11, PI. 3) . Other larvae fixed in 4% 
formalin OI' in Bouin and stored a long time in alcohol, show 
a large lateral lobe (Fig. 13, PI. 3). 1'he inferior dorsal lobe 
may al80 vary in shape and in depth and is also larger in an-
imaIs stored for a long time after fixation. 1'he variability of 
the inferior dorsallobes of 27 tornariae chierch'iai I in the "Krohn" 
stage of development may be observed in Figure 8 (PI. 2). 1'he 
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lobe is considered between the first tentacle of the lateral lobe 
and the first tentacle of the post-oral field_ AnimaIs examined 
soon after being captured, do not show either deep lateral lobes 
01' deep inferior dorsal lobes. Spengel (1893, p. 379) examined 
tornariae of the chierchiai I and of the morgani type from the 
Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans and considered them as belong-
ing to the same species of animaL Stiasny and Stiasny-Wijn-
hoff (1931, p . 111) examined the figures published by Spengel 
and considered them as belonging to different species. Although 
Pacific larvae of this type were not available for comparison 
with the Atlantic specimens, one is inclined, in view of the great 
variability of their characters to consider the larvae as, belonging 
to the same species. The number of tentacles on the lateral lobe, 
varies from 7 to 10, with a greater frequency of 9, in larvae 
from 3 to 4,4 mm length in the "Krohn" stage of development. 
'l'able 3 shows the variability in the number of tentacles 
and of size of the tornaria weldoni found in Brazilian waters. 
TABLE 3 
V ARIABILI'L' Y OF THE NUMBER OF TEN'L'ACLE S ON THE VENTRAL; 
UPPER LATERAL AND DORSAL LOBES OF '1'ORNARIA WELDO N I 
IN 'L'HE "KROHN" STAGE 
1 "'HJM13ER OF TENTACLES ON THE C OEI, OMA 
Size of 
I 
t-ILe larva Ventral I L ateral I Dorsal Tr u,nk Collar L obe Upper Lobe Upper Lobe 
l ,3 mm 7-5 3-3 6-5 very smalJ a bsent 
l,3 mm 8-6 3-2 4-6 s mull ve ry sma ll 
l,5 mm 10-10 6-9 9-8 smulJ und very t hin a bsent 
1,7 mm 12-8 7-7 6-8 sausuge sha ped sausage shuped 
1.8 mm 9-6 3-2 6-6 lul'ge rectangul a r suusage sh :,pcd 
l ,9mm 10-10 7-7 8-9 sausage sha ped small 
2,Omm 10-9 8 -9 9-9 suusnge shuped small 
2,Omm 6-55 2-2 6-5 1:u-gc rectnngular snusagc sha ped 
2 ,5 111111 12-9 6-7 9-10 [urge rect an;:ular sausngc sha ped 
2,5 111m 15-12 7-7 11-11 la l'ge rectangul a r sausage shnped 
2,2mm 13-10 6-8 10-12 Inrge rect a ugu ln r large recta ngul a r 
3 ,5 mm 11-9 7-6 9-9 sausnge shuped smnIl 
The weldoni and the seto f;!nsis tornariae probably also be]ong 
to the same species' because of the identity of the lateral lobes, 
the shape of the primary, secondary and dorsal lobes, the ventral 
saddle as well as of the aspect of the proboscis coelom . (Pigs. 
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14-17, PI. 3). The number of tentacles on the primary saddle 
cannot be considered as a specificcharacteristic because it varies 
generaUy in all animaIs with tentac1es. 'When the living tornaria 
mowrei is ccimpared with the tornaria of B. cIavigeriU8, no differ-
ence can be detected either. Even the anal ring (which had 
been hitherto overlooked -Bjõrnberg 1953a, p. 83) exists. Bra-
zilian larvae are smaller than the European ones, but size can 
be a function of food and temperature. 
2 - FEATURES OF THE LARVAL STAGES ANDBIOLO-
GICAL NOTES 
a) THE "MÜLLER" STAGE - ExternaI ,Morphology - Tor-
nariae chierchiai I, nordestina and mourei or of B. cIavigerus 
(0,25 mm) are very much alike at this stage. The epithelium 
shows four different regions. The regionof the ciliated bands 
is made up of small, basophil cells, with several layers of nuclei. 
The prae- and post-oral areas, surrounded by the ciliated bands, 
show one layered, basophil cells , with one layer of nuclei. The 
oral area has very thin epithelial cells'. The apical plate shows 
nervous cells (which are small pluristratified, densely stained 
1ily 'staining liquids'), ]ong, large and also very small cells and 
pigmented cells, which make up the eye spots. The eye spots, 
just as Spengel described (1893, p. 390-395), are already conspic-
uous. 
InternaI mor'phology - The wall of the oesophagus, of the 
intestine and the anus is constituted by large, flat cells, with 
large basophilnuclei and some times goblet cells. All are ciliated. 
The oesophagus is surrounded by fine muscular fibers. The stom-
ach wall shows larger, flat and less basophil cells. The anus 
walls are strongly ciliated. All the tornariae, even the very 
;y?~n~es~ ~xami~~~~ ,~av~ a thjn proboscis coelom communicating 
with the exterior by a pore. The coelomic epithelium is ma de 
of loose, large, rounded cells with big nuclei. A muscular band 
runs from the coelomic waU to the apical plate. The coelomic 
pore and the coelomoduci waUs are formed of the same kind of 
cells which constitute the externaI ephitelium of the 'areas 
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surrounded by the ciliated bands. 'l'he same has been observed for 
the tornaria of B. clavigerus (Stiasny 1913, p. 60-62). 
B ehavioul' - The swimming movement of the tornaria mourei 
at this stage is in aspiraI course as shown by Ritter and Davis 
(1904, p. 189) for tornaria ritteri and by Burdon-J ones (1952, 
p. 567) for SaccogloslSus horlSti. The telotroch is not visible yet 
at this stage. 
b) THE "HEIDER" STAGE (Figs. 18-20, PI. 4) - E xternal 
morphology - Tornaria nordestina and tornaria mou1'ei show a 
telotroch with large, high ciliated cells. The cilia increase in 
length as the larva gets nearer to the "Krohn" stage of development. 
I nternal m01'phology - The internaI mOl'phology of tornaria 
mour'ei and of the larva of B. clavigerus is the same in this stage. 
Fixed tornariae chierchiai I can be distinguished from the above 
mentioned larvae at this stage of development by the extreme 
length and the paper-like flatness of the protocoel (Figs. 21-22, 
PI. 4). 
En'/)ironmental conditions - Young stages of tornaria mourei 
(Fig. 18, PI. 4) and of tornaria nordestina can be found very 
near to the beaches (a few meters away only in Uba tuba) . These 
tornariae were nearly always collected during the flood of the 
tide which is known to bring in water of higher salinity. The 
very young tornariae chierchiai I (Fig. 20, PI. 4) were collected 
on the continental shelf or on its slope, off the mouths of the 
Amazon and Tocantins rivers, sometimes at a distance of several 
miles off the coast. Tornaria mourei and tornaria nordes1tina 
have not been found off the shelf waters. Shelf waters off Brazil 
are usually made up of mixed waters of high temperature and 
salinities between 35.00 0/00 and 36.00 0/00 • Coastal waters are 
also of mixed origin and have high temperatures and low salin-
ities (35.00 0/ 00 01' less) . The wide continental shelf off the mouths 
of the Amazon and Tocantins rivers is under the influence of the 
South Equatorial Current, from which the Brazil Cu'rrent is a 
branch. It is a water mass of high temperature and high salinity 
( 36.00 0/00 01' more). Tornaria chierchiai I) weldonri and dtfbia 
are found in these waters or in the mixed shelf waters. 
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c) TI-IE "METSCI-INIKOFF" STAGE - Extm"nal m01"phology 
The ciliated circumoral band forms saddles and lobes. 'l'ornaria 
nordestina has little swelIings of the epithelium along the ciliated 
bands (Fig. 12, PI. 3) , which the other larvae do not show. The 
cells outside the ciliated bands have flattened out and are not so 
numerous relatively to the are a (Fig. 23, PI. 5) as in the "Müller" 
stage. Therefore the transparency of the external epithelium of 
the larva increases in larvae in this stage of development. 'l'hjs 
fact is only observed in fixed animals. The ciliated ventral band 
shows the beginning of the formation of the lateral lobe. The 
same features can be observed in the European B. cla1.:igerus and 
in tornaria mourei in the "Metschnikoff" stage of development. 
The ciliated bands (CB) when coloured with eosin show rose 
coloured fibrilae (MF) which might be of muscular nature in 
tornaria chim"chiai I (Fig. 24, PI. 5). 
InternaI morphology - A double waH of large, strongly 
ciliated celIs, with very little affinity for the staining materials, 
is formed between the last portion of the gut and the stomach. 
The center of this diaphraglll-like partition is pierced by the 
pyloric opening. 'l'he celIs which form the walIs of the anus 
opening are smalI, cubical and of ectodermal nature. In tornaria 
nordes,tina the final gut differs from the funneI shaped one of 
tornaria mourei) because it assumes the form of a long, jnflated 
cone. The gut of tornaria chierchiai I has a very narrow lumen 
in comparison with tornaria mourei) nord,estina and dub'ia. ,The 
cells which form the walIs of the oesophagus and the ciliated 
band of the stomach show large secretion globules at their basis. 
The oral funnel is very long because the mouth iSl situated at a very 
high leveI. The nuclei of the gut celIs, as welI as of the cells of 
the oral area, are much smaller in tornaria chierchicLi I than in 
the other tornariae. 
The proboscis coelom is larger in this stage, but there is no 
sign of the mesocoel 01' the metacoel in the young "Metschnilwff" 
. stage of the tornaria e here studied. In tornaria mou1"ei the same 
origin of the coeloma is observed as in B. clav igerus (Stiasny 
1913, p. 68; 1914, p. 271). In the living animal they are not 
visible. The trunk coeloma and the colIar coeloma of tornaria 
nordestina seem to originate from two evaginations of the walI of 
the middle gut at different leveIs (Fig. 25, PI. 5) for the 
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same aspects were found as those pictured by Morgan (18911 
p. 413-414) . More living and fixed tornariae nor·dest'ina must be 
studied to solve this problem. 'l'he tornaria dubia shows a pro-
tocoel in the "Metschnikoff" stage which is different from that 
of tornaria chierchiai I) although in both the lumen is very narrow. 
At the end of it there is a very short coelomoduct, made of cells 
of the epidermal type, which communicates with the exterior by 
the coelomopore (Fig. 27, PI. 6). Tornaria weldoni in the "Me-
tschnikoff" stage has a short coelomoduct on the protocoel also, 
but it is longer than in tornaria 1/o1-destina. The protocoel is 
ve~y long (Fig. 15, PI. 3). The trunk coeloma are already present. 
The collar coeloma seem to arise from a flat mass of larger cells 
situated outside the last third of the stomach. Both coeloma in 
tornaria weldoni are süuated nearer to the oesophagus than in 
the other tornariae. 
The cardiac vesicle in tornaria mou1'·ei originates at the same 
time as the collar and trunk coeloma (Fig. 26, PI. 5). It 
also appears through multiplication of ectodermal cells as des-
cribed by Stiasny (1914, p. 266) and thus, the non homology of 
the proboscis coe 10m and the cardiac vesicle, is again demonstrat-
ed to be true. After formation, the cardiac vesicle moves away 
from the epithelium into a hollow formed dorsally and poste-
riorly to the proboscis coelom (Fig. 29, PI. 6). In B. clctvigerus 
this does not happen until the beginning of the "1(rohn" stage, 
(Stiasny 1914, p. 259). Otherwise, the "Metschnikoff" stage of 
tornaria mourei and of B. clavigerus are identicaJ. 
Envi1"Onmenial conditions - 'l'ornariae mou1"ei and 11m·desti-
na in this stage are found in coastal waters and in sheIf waters. 
Tornariae weldoni) chierchia'i I and dubia are separated from sam-
pIes of shelf waters and of waters belonging to the South Equa-
torial OI' to the Brazil Currents. 
d) THE "KROH1~" S'l'AGE - Extenutl mm'phology - ThiS! is 
characterized by the presence of secondary saddIes OI' tentacIes 
on the cjliated bands. 'l'he epitheIium found on the tentacles and 
secondary saddIes shows many pIuristratjfied nuclei, strongly 
basophil (Fig. 40, PI. 10-FC. ) . The nuclei are polymorphic 
(PN) in the area between the ciliated bands on the tentacles of 
tornaria chie1"chicti I (Fig. 24, PI. 5), in the "Krohn" stage. In 
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the oral area there are frequently cells with two nuclei. In this 
larva the prae- and post-oral fields are covered hy an epithelium 
with many glandular cells and with muscular fibrils. Tornaria 
n,ordes.tina is more transparent than others when it has been fixed, 
because the externaI epithelium of the oral field is thinner and 
larger than in tornaria mour-ei 01' in the tornaria of B. clavigerus. 
The position of the future nervous dorsal cord is already visible 
in the form of a dorsal thickening of the epidermis (Fig. 32, PI. 
7-CN) . In tornaria dubia it is already marked out on the dorsal 
side of the post-oral belt (Fig. 28, PI. 6-CN). 
I ntental morphology - In the "Krohn" stage of tornaria 
no'rdestina the ventral boundary between the stomach and the 
oesophagus (which appears clearly in B. clavigerus and in tor-
naria mourei - Fig. 33, PI. 7) is not noticeable (Fig. 34, PI. 7). 
In tornaria nordestina the dorsal epithelium is thinner and the 
ventral epithelium thicker in the oesophagus. The ventral ciliated 
band continues well into the stomach and is longe r than in B. 
clavigerus OI' in tornaria mourei. 1'he stomach walls of tornaria 
1wrclestina are also thinner than those of tornaria mourei (com-
pare Fig. 34 and 33, PI. 7). The final gut is much larger than in 
B. clavigerus OI' in tornaria mourei and is cone shaped instead 
of funnel shaped (Fig. 12, PI. 3). The stomach wall cells are 
also more frequently protruding in to the lumen of this organ, 
either with pseudopodia OI' the whole celI. Tornaria dubia) when 
cross-sectioned at this stage, already shows a polygonal outline 
(Fig. 37, PI. 7) and the oesophageal wall is ma de of cells which 
do not contain secretory globules and which are pseudostratified. 
The mouth of tornaria weldoni and oí setoensis is situated in a 
higher position than in the other tornariae in this; stage (Fig. 
17, PI. 3). 
The protocoel at this stage has already enveloped the mi-
grated cardiac vesicle with two leg-like projections, the future 
right and left coelomic pouches of the proboscis of the adulto 
The left communicates, by a coelomoduct with the proboscis pore. 
These may be observed in all the larvae studied. In tornaria 
nor·destina the "muscularization" of the protocoel wall is less 
pronounced than in tornaria mourei or in B. clavigerus atthis 
stage (Fig. 38, PI. 8). The protocoel in tornaria dubia has two 
horn-like lateral projections to which fibers (Fig. 37, PI. 8-FF) 
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are aUached, which originate at the telotroch (Fig. 36, PI. 8-
TE). In tornaria chierchiai I the ventral projections of the pro to-
coeI wall are long and thin ("lateral diverticula", Morgan, 1891). 
The collar and trunk coeloma are a]ready differentiated (Fig. 
33, PI. 7) . In tornaria n01-destina they are sausage-shaped, well 
separated one from t.he other (Fig. 10, PI. 2-CEL). In tornaria 
weldoni they have the same form initially as in tornaria nor-
destina, but soon they acquire a rectangular shape and move 
away from the stomach wall and up, as is shown in Figure 17 
(PI. 3). If we compare tornaria mott1-ei with those of B. clavi-
gerus from Naples as described by Spengel (1893, figs. 5-10, pI. 
22) we find them identicaI. The B. clnv'igerus larvae from Triest, 
described by Stiasny (1914, p. 271) do not always show the collar 
eoelom in the "Krohn" stage. 
B ehaviOttr - 'L'he living tornaria 11wttrei in the "Krohn" 
stage sho-\vs' slower forward and backward movements than the 
younger animaIs. These larvae are photopositive when placed 
in an aquarium at this stage of development. Ritter'& Davis 
(1904, p. 196) have shown that light has a very slight OI' no 
influence at all on tornaria ritteri. More experiments are ne-
cessary to prove that tornaria mourei does not move towards the 
lighted side of the aquarium because the diatomeae on which it 
feeds thrive there. In the sea tornariae of this stage were usually 
collected from 20 cm OI' more depth (less iluminated), not from 
quite superficial hauls. 
Movements of contraction of the mouth were observed in 
tornariamou'rei. The -taking in of the food is accomplished by 
the lowering of the floor of the oesophagus as indicated by the 
arrows in Figure 30 (PI. 6) . 
In the "Krohn" stage the cardiac vesicle suffers contraction 
waves from the walI not enveloped by the protocoel, to the op-
posite end as indicat.ed by arrows in Figure 29 (PI. 6). Contrac-
tions were observed every 16 seconds. The apical aplate a lso 
moves frequently by contraction of the muscular band, which 
connects it with the protocoel walls. 
e) THE "SPENGEL" STAGE - E x ternnl morphology - The 
tornaria becomes less transparent, because its epithelium thi-
ckens and gets more secretory. The larva diminishes in length 
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and there is an involution of the secondary saddles and lobes of 
the ciliated band in tornaria moU/rei (Fig. 39, PI. 8) and in B. 
clavigerus larvae. When alive, those larvae show pigment spots 
on the ciliated bands. In tornaria dubia) weldoni and chierchiai 
I there is also an involution of the secondary saddles and lobes 
and a loss of transparency, but many of these larvae captured in 
this stage were much larger than those typically in the "ICrohn" 
stage. In tornaria 1W1'destina it is difficult to distjnguish this 
from the "ICrohn" stage, because in this larva the circum-oral 
ciliated band does not form secondary lobes and tentacles, OI' 
secondary saddles. This tornaria also seems to go on growing 
in size after the "ICrohn" stage. U p to now a characteristic 
"ICrohn" stage of development, like the one established by Stiasny 
and Stiasny-Wijnhoff (1931, p. 44), has not been found in the 
plankton for this tornaria. It js therefore necessary to correct 
what is written in Bjõrnberg (1953a, p. 101) about figures 9, 10, 
11 and 12 'which are young "ICrohn" stages of development 01' 
"Metschnikoff" stages and not "Spengel" stages. Stiasny himself 
(1925, p. 435) observed a similar case when he described a larva 
without secondary lobes and saddles on the ciliated band in the 
"ICrohn" stage. Morgan did so too (1891, p. 414) from a N ew 
England tornaria. 
I nter·nal morphology - In tornaria mou1'ei and in tornaria 
chier·chiai I in this stage, exactly as described for B. claV'igerus 
(Stiasny 1914, p. 282 & 283), the anal area protrudes more than 
in the preceding stage and numerous secretory cells can be 
observed in the externaI epithelium. The same morphology is 
observed in this stage for tornaria mourei and for B. cla'ü1ge1'us. 
In the "Spengel" stage tornaria dubia (Fig. 35, PI. 8-LvV) has 
secretion in the form of globules only .on the lateral walls of the 
stomach where the cells are also taller than in the ventral and 
dorsal regions, where they are flat. The walls of the pharynx 
in other tornariae thicken and dilate so as to give rise in the 
following stages to the branchial pouches (Fig. 38, PI. 8-BRP). 
'l'he gastric cells of tornaria mourei protrude into the lumen of 
the stomach and their nuclei are more basophil than in the cells 
of the waUs of the final gut and of the pylorus. In tornaria 
nordestina the branchial pouches are already formed in this stage 
(Fig. 41, PI. 9), much earlier, than in B. cla'üige1-u,s. 
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The coeloma grow very large in the "Spengel" stage. The 
apical waU of the protocoel (Fig. 38, Pl. 8) loses its transparency, 
because of the increase in muscular fibers in all directions. The 
splanchnopleura is histologically differentiated from the somato-
pleura, which is verJl" muscular in the meso- and metacoel. At 
the height of the trunk coelom in tornaria nordestina the gastric 
epithelium is ma de of cubic cells instead of cylindrical cells as 
in the remaining waU of the stomach (Fig. 42, PI. 10). This may 
favo UI' the hypothesis that the mesocoel originates, from a cellular 
delamination of the gastric wall in tornaria nordestina. In tor-
naria weldoni the proboscis coelom is horse-shoe shaped when 
seen laterally in a fixed tornaria and it shows a characteristic 
ring of muscular fibers (Fig. 31, PI. 6) and a very short coelo-
moducL The proboscis coelom in tornaria dttbia is larger than 
in B. clavigerus and there is no sign of eyagination in the wall 
of the pharynx so as to form the branehial pouches. 
Environmental conditions - 'l'ornariae in this stage and in 
the preceding one are aIs o found at a great distanee from the 
coast. Tornariae chierchiai I) dubia and weldoni in this stage 
were collected from waters of the Brazil or of the South Equa-
torial Currents. 
f) 'l'HE "AGASSIZ" STAGE - M orphology - The larva is now 
nearly opague because the externaI epithelium has thickened 
considerably and is much differentiated (Fig. 46, PI. 11). 'l'here 
are only indications in tornaria mawrei of the formeI' circum-oral 
ciliated bands in the form of pigment cells (Fig. 47, PI. 11-PI). 
Externally this larva shows a conspicuous yellow band, near to 
the constriction ·which separates the proboscis from the trunk. 
The apical plate is provided with eyes. These are deeply situated 
in the epithelium. This is already pseudostratified (Fig. 44, PI. 
10-EP), as may be obseryed by the number of strata of nuclei. 
A simple epithelium of small transparent cells forms the dorsal 
and anal field. The teloíroch is stjll composed of very tall cells 
in one strata, with ver,y long cilia (Fig. 43, PI. 10-'l'E). In the 
region of the ciliated bands numerous smaller nuclei, with great 
affinity for colouring material and plaeed ver~ elosely together, 
may still be observed. The oral field diminishes in extension 
and disappears at the beginning of the metamorphosis. Spengel 
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(1893, p. 388 and 389) observed the same phenomenon in the 
European larva e of B. clavigerus. During the transition from 
"Spengel" to the "Agassiz" stage a double protuberance of the 
pharynx gives rise to the first pair oí. branchiaI pouches (Fig. 
38, PI. 8-BRP) . In tornaria nordestina in the "Agassiz" stage 
the beginning of the formation of 4 pairs of branchial pouches 
can be seen (Fig. 41, PI. 9). 
The stomach epithelium is yery thickened. The cell nuclei, 
I 
have finished their migration towards the basaI part of the cells 
(Fig. 44, PI. 10-EPI) . There is secretion in the form of small 
globuIes in the distaI parts of some cells. In the basaI part of 
all the cells there is a differentiation of the cytoplasm, which 
gives ris.e to secretory granules during the metamorphosis . 
Comparing the sections of the proboscis coelom and cardiac 
vesicle with those of Stiasny (1914), one comes to the concIusion 
that the deveIopment of the proboscis organs of tornaria mourei 
is the same as those of B. clavigerus in Europe. The same is 
true of the formation of the proboscis diverticuIum which appears 
as an evagination of the pharynx wall (Fig. 45, PI. 10-DIV). 
The trunk and collar muscles originate from the soma to-
pIeura of the meta- and mesocoel (Fig. 44, PI. 10-0M). The 
thin splanchnopleura adheres to the surfaces of the final gut. 
The tornaria nordestina in this stage reveaIs a tardy development 
of the collar and trunk coeloma, which are stm very small if 
compared with the coeloma of the other Iarvae in this stage 
(Fig. 48, PI. 11). 
Behaviour - At this stage the animal still swims about ac-
tively, but, it passes a long time at the bottom of the aquar-
ium with the mouth turned downwards. It is perhaps at this stage 
that the change in the diet of the animaIs takes place. From 
living aIgae OI' planktQn (a copepod was also found inside the 
stomach of a larva), it begins eating dead "débris" from the 
bottom. Some animaIs accllmuIate sand round their mouth re-
gion at this stage. 
g) THE METAMORPHOSIS - Exter·nal morphology - In the 
following stage of development (Fig. 49, PI. 11) the mourei Jarva 
diminishes in size and changes its externaI formo It Ioses the 
tornaria features and becomes barrel-shaped with two constric-
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tions (Fig. 50, PI. 11). The proboscis acquires the form which 
it will have in the adult and the boundary between the collar 
and the trunk appears (Fig. 50, PI. 11). Metamorphos1is is rath· 
er quick, when compared with the slow development of the 
tornaria. In 24 hours the tornaria passes from the "Agassiz" 
stage to the stage of initial metamorphosis. In 72 hours time 
it passes from the stage of one ruir of branchial pouches to the 
stage of three pairs of branchial pouches. Branchial slits can 
not be obs~rved in the living larvae. Figures 49 to 53 (PI. 11) 
represent the living animal in the initial stages of metamorphosis. 
The first animal (Fig. 49, PI. 11) has the branch,ial pouches on]y 
outlined, but, the neural groove, which results from the dorsal, 
median, longitudinal . invagination is very conspicuous. In the 
following stage (Fig. 50, PI. 11) the separation between the collar 
and the trunk appear. The first pair of branchial pouches, orig· 
inally kidney shaped, subsequ~ntly assume the . form of a horse· 
·shoe (Fig. 50, PI. 11). The dorsal nervous cord (Fig. 54, PI. 12) 
is formed by the fusion of the lips of the neural groove (Fig. 55, 
PI. 12). In the following . stage there are already two pairs of 
branchial pouches, whieh may be seen under the collar (Fig. 51, 
PI. 11). There are eilia only on the telotroch. The larva during 
metamorphosis loses its transpareney and turns yellow in its 
posterior portion and whitish·light·oere in its anterior region. 
Internal morphology - 'L'he walls of the median hind gut 
thieken exeeedingly and are folded in a very eomplieated manner. 
In transverse seetions these organs show eells eontaining a lot 
of mueus and granular seeretions, all on the side of the· eell turned 
towards the lumen of the digestive tube (Fig. 43, PI. 10). This 
partly explains the loss in transparency of the larva. The phar· 
ynx evaginations are very much accentuated. 'l'hey give rise 
to the branchial pouehes (Fig. 58, PI. 12·BRP). Consequently 
there is a differentiation of the epithelium of the pharynx into 
epithelium of the branehial pouehes and glandular epithelium. 
'L'he first i8 an epithelium of flat eubie eells; the second covers 
the digestjve part of the pharynx. When the branchial pouch 
becomes U·shaped (Fig. 45, PI. 10) its epithelium beeomes very 
transparent ou the outer side of the pouch. At the same time 
there is an invagination of the epidermis from the ou ter side to· 
wards the pouch formed in the inner side. These formations, 
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when they fuse with each other, give rise to the collar pore (Fig. 
59, PI. 13-PBR) . 'l'he first branchial pore opens into the collar 
pore. The most advanced larva obtained has three pairs of func-
tional branchial pouches, and one rudimentary pair (Fig. 56, 
PI. 12) . In the first pair a noticeable thickening is observable, 
from which the branchial skeleton develops (Fig. 58, PI. 12-SK). 
Anteriorly the pharynx gives rise to the proboscis divertic-
ulum (OI' stomochord) which is easily observed in the animal 
in advanced metamorphosis (]'ig. 60, PI. 13). In the adult the 
diverticulum is, turned towards the dorsal side of the proboscis. 
It may be the pressure of the strong anterior proboscis muscles, 
Ivhich does not permit the development of the diverticulum for-
wards, whereas the pressure of the ground ventrally would turn 
it dorsally. Spengel (1893, p. 442) explains the formation of 
the ventral proboscis vessel suggesting that the proboscis divertic-
ulum, on growing forwards, carries with it part of the coelomic 
wall and thus, doubles it up. The blood runs inside the doubled 
up wall, which is usually called the ventral septum of the pro-
boscis. 'l'he continuation of the ventral vesse] in the collar and 
the dorsal vessel of the same appear through the growth of the 
two lateral collar coeloma. Thus the coelomic waUs almost 
touch each other dorsally and ventrally and the blood rnns in 
the space left between them. 
The glomeru]ar vessels appear on the wall of the proboscis 
vesicle, originated from the ce]]s of the coelomic wall (Fig. 60, 
PI. 13). It seems that the cells situated on the anterior surface 
of the proboscis diverticulum also take part in the formation of 
these central organs (Fig. 60, PI. 13). In advanced stages of meta-
morphosis there is a thickenning of the basal membrane of con-
nective tissue under the proboscis diverticulum. It is, the beginn-
ing of the future skeleton (Fig. 60, PI. 13-SK). The same has been 
observed by Spengel in the development of B. claviger'us. 
Two metamorphosis stages of tornaria dubia were sent to 
me from AIgiers. Comparing them with the corresponding stages 
of tornaria mourei" the following characteristics were noted: 
1) large secretory cells in the externaI epithelium (Fig. 61, PI. 
13); 2) the nnclei of the cells are larger ; 3) the coelomic waIls 
of the proboscis, collar and trunk are less muscular; 4) the 
eye spots are no more visible at the beginning of the meta-
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morphosis; 5) the branchial pouches are less developed; 6) there 
are numerons glandular cells on the walI of the digestive tube, 
with much mucus and many secretion granules (Fig. 62, PI. 
13-EPI) . 
Behctv'iottr - Finally (Fig. 53, PI. 11) the colIar is welI 
separated from the trunk and probably branchial slits already 
existo 'l'he animal at this time of its development already bur-
rows in the sand at the bottom of the aquarium. It behaves 
like a little worm, crawling on its ventral surface. The larva 
up to then showed active swimming movements and buried itself 
in the mud onIy temporarily. N ow it r emains buried in one 
place with just the proboscis protruding above the sand. rL'his 
behaviour is typical of Saccoglossus hOTSti (Burdon-Jones 1952, 
p. 577) . It liyes on dead algae and "débris", which falI to' the 
bottom of the aquarium. An interval of time in which the tor-
naria did not ingest food (as proposed by Ritter and Davis 
1904, p. 181) was not observed. 
Env1ronmental conditions - All the pIanktonic larval 
stages of B. clwÜ'igerus and the initial stages of metamorphosis 
may occur in one haul, as ",vas observed by Morgan for the N ew 
England tornaria (1891, p. 408). Here also numerous smulI 
crustaceans (copepods chiefJy) are present in the catches where 
a lot of tornariae are captured. 'l'he associated fauna consisted 
of about 76 % of copepods of which Pctmcalanus' acuZeatus Gies-
brecht, P. parnts (Claus) , Acartict lilljevoTghii Giesbrecht, Eu-
cala}ws suvc'J'assus Giesbrecht, Oentropages .fn1"Catus Kroyer, 
Oithona sp., OtenocaZar/us vanus Giesbrecht, Temora stylifeTa 
(Dana), G01"Yccwus giesb1'echU ]~. Dahl, G. gracilis Dana, Mi-
crosetella sp. and Oncaea sp. were the most common. Othel' 
crustacea present were Pell'ilút avú"ost1'is Dana and Lucifer' sp. 
which amounted to about 8 % of the total catch. There were 
also Copelata (3 % approximately of the total number of Me-
tazoa); lar\-ae oi Pol;ychaeta , Chaetognatha (Bagitta enflata 
Grassi and 8 . bipunctata Quoy ,& Gaim.) , Doliolum denticulatum 
Quoy ,& Gaim., Thalia democmt1:ca Forskal, Lú"iope tetmphylla 
(Cham. ,& Eysen. ), Siphonophora (Fam. Diphyidae Eschsch.), 
eggs and fish larvae, Oemtium tr·ipos (Müller) , O. massilense 
(Gourret), G. fttsus (Ehr.) and numerous diatoms (chiefly Oos-
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c'inodiwns Ehr., Rhizosolenia Ehr., and Actinocyclus Ehr.) . The 
tornariae appeared in a percentage of 0.4% more 01' less in the 
samples where they were very frequento 'l'able 4 gives a few 
ratios of the number of tornaria per settling volume of p lankton 
per litre of sea water sampled. 
TABLE 4 
RATIOS OF TORNARIAE, PER VOLUME OF PLANK'l'O~, PER QUANTI'rY 
OF SEA WATER 
; 
Sa'rnple Nmnber of Settling Settling Number of 
Number tornal'Íae volume of v olum e of lit1'es of sea 
tornariae plankton wate1' sam.pled 
M-421 12 0.2 cc / 10 cc / 12,000 
M-450 6 0.3 cc / 15 cc / 42,000 
M-519 7 0.8 cc / 22 cc / 18,000 
M-522 15 0.5 cc / 15 cc / 40,000 
M-524 6 ~ 0.1 cc / 40 cc / 50,000 
M-531 7 - 0.7 cc / 27 cc / 50,000 
M-537 51 O.!) cc / 25 cc / 36,000 
M-538 11 0.3 cc / 23 cc / 40,000 
E-2 261 0.1 cc / 6 cc / 7,948 
3 - DI STRIBUTIQN OF THE TORNARIAE, THEIR COR-
RELATION WITH THE ADULT DISTIUBUTION AND 
PROBABLE IDENTITY 
a) TORNARIAE mourei AND lilianae - Maps number 1 and 
3 give the occurrence of B . clarigerus (adult) and of tornariae 
mour'ei and lilianae. Apart from minor details, ,the development 
of tornaria lilianae and of tornaria mourei agree almost ab-
solutely with the development and the various stages of the tor-
naria of B . clavigm"us. The little details in which they differ 
in relation to the European tornariae are possibly caused Ly 
ecological differences between the Brazilian and the Mediterra-
llean waters. 'l'he animaIs which develop in higher temperatnres 
are generally smaller alld get to the adult stage more rapidly. 
The differences noted between tornaria mowrei and lilútnae 
(Bjõr~berg 1953a, p. 91) were fixation artefacts. Both are 
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tornariae of B. clavige1'us. Similar]y tornaria tergestina (Stias-
ny 1927, p. 37-45), which differs from the larva of B. cla'U-igerus 
merely in the size and the degree of inflated stomach, is also 
an ecophenotype. The positions of the samples from -which the 
laryae were obtained are indicated in the addenda listo 
N early alI the larva e used in this study were collected in 
the vicinity of a beach (see Map 1), Carnbriú, off Cananéia 
(State of São Paulo). The samples of plankton colIected off 
this beach, 01' nearb;r, from October to the end of March, fre-
quently contain a great quantity of larvae in alI stages of de-
velopment. B. paranaens1'S' is the on]y enteropneust found on 
Cambriú beach. On nearby beaches of the Cananéia region (Map 
1), the same species is found. No other enteropneust occurs 
on those beaches and no other larva e in the neighbouring waters, 
so it appears that B. paranaensis and B. clavigerus are con-
specific. The same larva also occurs off Santos, Ubatuba, Santa 
Catarina and Paraná, all places from which adults have been 
described under several names (B . nonato1:, B. ca,tharinen8'1s, B. 
paranaicola) . 
b) TORNARIAE chierchicti I - Map 2 giyes the distribution 
of the tornariae chie1'chiai I, morgani and grenacheri and of P. 
flCt'w and P. bahamens1s. The addenda list gives the occurrence 
of the Brazilian ]arvae. . 
Tornariae chierchiai I and grenacheri are found in the Pa-
cific, Indian and Atlantic Oceans and in the Red Sea. 'l'ornaria 
mm-ganis is recorded off Indonesia, Japan, West Indies, Cabo 
Verde, Cabo S. R.oque, between Georgetown and Pará (Stiasny 
1934, p. 20). Intermediate forms between those of tornaria mor-
gani and chierchiai I 01' grenacheri have been found off Fernando 
de Noronha Is. and off the Brazilian coast (from 30<1 25,0' to 
05Q44,3' N) . 
Their characters are intermediate between those of larvae 
considered as tornariae of Ptychodera flava and those of larvae 
considered as tornariae of Ptychodm'a bahamensis. Spengel 
(1893, p. 379) was the first to examine the tornariae of this 
type (tornariae grenacheri, morgani and chierchiai I) from the 
Atlantic and the Pacific, and considered them as identical. 
Stiasuy & Stiasny-Wijnhoff (1931, p. 111) considered tornaria 
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morgani (the larva of P . bahamensis) as being different from 
tornaria chierchiai l (the larva considered as belonging to P . 
flava). lt seems though that Stiasny .& Stiasny·vVijnhoff only 
studied fixed animaIs and the drawings of Spengel and of Mor· 
gano The Saba (Leeward Is. ) tornariae drawn by Stiasny (1921, 
figo 7·12) , were badly preserved (Stiasny & Stiasny·Wijnhoff 
1931, p. 141). Among the Pacific larvae some occur which are 
similar to those which live in the Atlantic, as for instance, toro 
naria morgani (Stiasny 1929, p. 86), tornaria susakiensis (Tolüo· 
ka 1937, p. 342), tornaria sp. valde affinis morgctni (Stiasny 
1935, p. 1032), tornaria snelliusi (Stiasny 1935, p. 1029). 
Tornaria susakiensis looks exactly like a drawing of tor-
naria mor'gani) generally found in the Atlanbc. 'l'ornaria snel-
littsi is also very much like tornaria chierchia:i l. The only di f-
ference between them is the absence of the dorsal inferior lobe 
in tornaria snelliusi. But this character, to which Stiasny gives 
so much importance, is very varia ble as is easily proved by the 
drawing made of several dorsal lobes of tornaria chie1'chiai l 
(Fig. 7, PI. 2) . The form of the lobe yaries with the type of 
fixa tive used, the moment of fixation, the duration of the fi-
xation. P . flava and P . bahamengis are anatomical1y indistin-
guishable, except for two characters, viz. size smaller in 
P. flava) and thickness of the limitating membrane in the collar 
coelomoduds (thicker in P. balwmens1s). This and the known 
variability of p , fla 1:a coupled with the remarkable similarity of 
the larvae greatly enhances the probability that P . fla1:a and 
P . bahamensis are conspecific. 
c) 'l'ORNARIA weldoni - Map 4 shows the distribution of 
tornaria toeldoni and similar tornariae (cairns1,ensis) 8etoensis) 
1-itteri and krohni) and of the adults (B. carnosus) B. bimi-
niensis) B. jamaicensis and B . gigas). 
A larva called weldoni occurs in the Atlantic in the places 
where B. gigcts) B. biminiensis and B. jamaicensis live (Floria-
nópolis and West Indies). 'l'his larva does not belong to the 
adults of other species which occur in these regions and whose 
larvae are known. B,y exclusion, they may only belong to the 
species B. gigas. There are also larvae called cairnsiensis and 
setoensis in the Pacific, off Australia and off Japan, where B. 
carnosus occurs. Both larvae are very similar to weldoni. They 
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differ only by the shape of the lateral lobe and by the distance 
between the coeloma of the írunk and of the co1lar. 1'hese are 
next to one another in cairnsiensis and separated from each 
other in tOeldoni during the "Krohn" stage. 1'he tOeldoni tor-
naria was found also in Ausíralia (Trewawas 1931, p. 61). 
Ritter & Davis described tornariae with the externaI aspect of 
cairnsiensis and tOeldoni) which they consider as belonging to 
only one species. They are the ritte1'i tornariae. As they were 
studied alive (Ritter & Davis, 1904, p. 171) , the descriptions 
given merit higher consideration than those oí' other authors who 
studied fixed material, the shape of which may haye altered con-
siderably during storage. 
Tornariaweldoni has 6 to 4 secondary saddles in the "Krohn" 
stage (Stiasny & Stiasny-Wijnhoff 1931, p. 138), tornaria se-
toensis has 8 to 10 tentaclesi (Stiasny 1939, p. 75), or 5 to 12 
tentacles (Trewawas 1931, p. 55) and tornaria caintsiensis 4 
to 8 tentacles (Trewawas 1931, p. 57). Intermediate forms and 
larger specimens than these, with more tentacles are found off 
the Brazilian coast (see table 3). Because of the great yariability 
of the larval characters (shape, number of tentacles, size) it is 
more prudent to consider the tornariae cairnsiensis) tOeldonl) se-
toensis and ritteri (all very similar to each other) as belonging 
to one species, until their biological cycles have been determined. 
Tornaria krohni (Stiasny & Stiasny-Wijnhoff 1931, p. 65) from 
the Mediterranean also seems to be an ecophenotype of this 
,species. 
Spengel (1893, p. 126) described a species of Balanoglos.sus 
(B. apertus) from Rio de Janeiro, which has not been found 
again. Tornaria weldoni probably does not belong to it, for this 
species has not been found in the West Indies, in whose waters 
the tornaria 1,celdon,i is very frequento 
The tornariae weldoni) cairnsienS'is) .seloensis and 1"itteri pro-
bably belong to B. gigas. 
d) TORNARIA dubia occurs in the Mediterranean and South 
Atlantic (off Santa Catarina, off Paraná, off Espírito Santo 
and Trindade Is., off Alagoas and off Piauí). The positions of 
the occurrences of the larva can be found in the addenda lists 
Map 5. This larva probably belongs to the species Glandiceps 
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talaboti. Thus the existence of this species should be expected 
on our continental shelf. 
e) TORNARIA nordestina - Map 6 gives the distribution 
of this larva. The similarity between this larva and tornaria 
hubbardi has been recorded (Bjõrnberg 1953a, p. 87-88 and 
92-93). Stiasny'& Stiasny-Wijnhoff (1931, p. 190-191) suggested 
that it belonged to the genus Schizocardium. 'l.'his possibility 
is not exeluded. 
The larger quantity of specimens, better fixed (in Bouin 
and Pampel) permitted a better study of these larvae, since 
their externaI shape was not so very altered by their long stor-
age in formalin at 4% . These larvae then showed a great re-
semblance to the tornariae described by Morgan (1891) from 
the northern Atlantic coast of the United States and to those 
described by Stiasny (1925) from ' Heligoland. The early de-
velopment of the branchial pouches, the origin and the aspect of 
the coeloma approximate these larvae to the one described by 
Morgan (1891, figo 6, pl. 24). It is not identical to this larva 
though, because it has a lateral lobe. This is very large and 
not deep. There are also characteristic swellings of the epi-
thelium near the ciliated bands and the anus, which were not 
observed in the northern tornaria by Morgan. As the lateral 
lobe is very shallow in the recently fixed larvae, it is possible 
that it does not exist at all in the living specimens, which were 
not observed. 'l.'he same may be said of the swellings, of the 
epithelium, which are not always visible in the fixed material. 
'l.'he tornaria of Heligoland has very deep lateral lobes and a 
size more like that of the Brazilian larvae. 'l.'he coeloma are 
of a different aspect, according to the description of the same 
by Stiasny ,& Stiasny-'Vijnhoff (1931, p. 158, 159). 'l.'he bran-
chiaI pouches in the Heligoland larva onIy appear just before 
metamorphosis. 
Glossobalanus c1-ozieri occurs in the Bermudas and in São 
Sebastião. The tornaria of New England could be the larva of 
this animal, and in this case there is a probability that tornaria 
nordestina also belongs to this species. Spengel (1893, p. 90) 
recorded Glossobalanus m,inutus from Rio de Janeiro, but hith-
erto it has not been found again. It might also be the adult 
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of the tornaria discussed here, but this is not very probable be-
cause tornaria nordestina has not been found in other places 
where G. minlUtus is also found. 
IV - THE ADULTS 
1 - ANATOMIOAL VARIATIONS IN TIIE VARIOUS 
ADULTS AND THEIR SYSTEMATIO IMPLIOAT-
IONS 
a) GENERAL REMARKS - BalanoglossMS pwranaicola) B. 
paranaensis (Bjõrnberg, 1952), B. elUfrosinoi) B. nonatoi) and 
B. catharinensis (Sawaya .& Forneris, 1953) aU very much like 
B. clavigerus) were found in the São Paulo, Paraná and Santa 
Oatarina beaches. The small anatomical differences between 
these animaIs and B. clavige1-us are the general thickness of the 
circular muscle sheath in the proboscis, the size of the muscular 
dorso-ventral plate, the aspect and lumen of the proboscis di-
verticulum, the position of the protocoel pore, the num bel' of 
vessels in the glomerulus, the presence of blood in the cardiac 
vesicJe, the extension of the cardiac vesicle, the form of the 
skeletons and the quantity of skeletal material, the length of 
the dorsal mesentery, the number of nervous dorsal roots in 
the collar, the size and presence of the blind caeca on the bran-
chiaI pouches, the number of synapticula, the difference in as-
pect of the gonads. 
b) EXTERNAL FEATURES - The variation in size of the 
adults of the European B. clavige1-us .is well ]mown. 'l'hus, B. 
robinii) described as a giant species, was considered by Spengel 
(1893, p. 137) as conspecific with B. clavigerus. In Brazil, B. 
paranaicolc[, is also a very large animal when compared to B. 
par-anaensis and to B. eufrosinoi. It occurs on the Ilha do Mél 
and in Ubatuba (see map 3). Its colours are also more vivid 
than those of the animaIs of other localities. The size of the 
animaIs from the same beach also varies. As the caudal and 
hepatic regions are frequently lost, only the lengths of the pro-
boscis, the collar and the branchio-genital regiom; of the living 
animaIs were added and compared. The sizes obtained were: 
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from 7,2 to 19 em in the Santos animaIs; from 6,4 to 25,4 em 
in the Ilha do Mél animaIs; from ,4,7 to 9,7 em in the Caiobá 
animaIs. The hepatie region is approximately two thirds of the 
added lengths of the proboseis, the eollar and the branehio-
genital regions. The caudal region is twiee as long as the hepatie 
region. 'l'he total Iength of an animal from the Ilha do Mél 
may be as long as 70 em when alive. An animal from Caiobá 
in the same eonditions, does not grow to 15 em in length. 
The width of the genital wings is aIs o varia ble. The I1ha 
do Mél animaIs have genital wings with almost double the width 
of those from Caiobá and from Santos. 
The measurements obtained by Spengel (1893, p. 138-139) 
from the European animaIs (B. clavigerus and B. robinii) and 
those obtained by Sawaya and Forneris (1953, p. 8, 9, 18, 19) 
from the Brazilian animaIs (B. eujrosinoi) B . nonatoi and B . 
'catharinensis), do not differ from the measurements just men-
tioned (see table 5). 'l'he great distension capacity of these 
animaIs is also known. 
TABLE 5 
LENGTH OF THE SEVERAL PARTS OF B. CLAVIGERUS, AS MEASURED 
BY SPENGEL, SA W AYA & l<'ORNERIS AND BJoRNBERG (in eM) 
EUI'opean animais B razilian animais B"azilian animais Region (Sawaya & For-( Spengel) 
neris ) (Bjiirnberg) 
P"obosois { alive 0,5 - 1,4 0.3- 1,5 fixed 0,60-0,70 0,3 - 0,7 0,2- 0,7 
Collar { alive 0,5 - 1,1 0,5- 1,0 fixed 0,45- 0,85 0 ,5 - 0.8 0,5- 0,7 
{ alive 4,0 - 4,5 1 ,0- 7,0 Branohial fixed 2,0 - 3,00 2,8 - 5,4 0,8- 5,5 
{ alive 10,00 2,0--15,5 Genital fixed 5,0 -6,0 OI' more 4,00--12,20 1,0-- 4,0 
{ alive 6,5 - 9,1 1.5- 11,3 Hepatio fixed up to 7,00 8,0 - 8 .4 1,0- ú,5 
{ alive 6,0 3,0~15,5 Caudal fixed - 10,0 2,0- 4,0 
incompl.ete 
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The measurements of Balanoglossus gigas from São Sebas-
tião, those presented by Maser for B. carnosus (1913, p. 390) 
and those of S pengel (1893, p. 160) for 13. gigas do not differ 
either. 
c) ANATOMICAL VAlUATIONS OF Balanoglossus Clal?igerus 
DELLE CHIAJE - Proboscis - The epidermis of the proboscis is 
the same in the various animaIs colIected here (B. nonatoi) B. 
paranaensis) B. pa:ranaicola) B. cathacrinensis) B. eufrosinoi) and in 
B. clavigerus from Europe. 
The muscular sheath is thicker than the nenous sub-epi-
thelial layer (in the most anterior part of the proboscis) OI' it 
is a fifth of the thickness of the same (in the region of the 
proboscis neck) in the 21 Brazilian specimens examined from 
the Paraná and São Paulo bcaches. 
'L'he width of the circular muscular layer Ül cross-sections 
depends not only on the fixatiyes used but also 011 the state of 
contraction of the animal, at the moment of fixation. In the 
European animaIs the circular muscles sbow a thicJ\:ening near 
the proboscis neck (Spengel 1893, figs . 5 and 9 rmb), which 
originates a sphincter. This has not been found in any of the 
Brazilian animaIs. 'l'he longitudinal muscular sheath may be 
more developed in animaIs like those from Ilha do Mél, which 
live in more compact sand and less developed in those from 
Caiobá. The dorso-ventral muscular plate is less developed ven-
trally OI' not observable in alI the Brazilian animaIs hitherto 
described. DorsalIy, it is more developed, as in the European 
animaIs (SpengeI 1893, p. 142). It occurs from the anterior 
region to the central organs of the proboscjs (before the diver-
ticulum of the same up to its median region OI' its jnferior 
third) . 
The proboscis dive·rticulum is more OI' less straight in the 
larva (Fig. 59, Pl. 13) and in the adult its tip is strongly curved 
dorsally. The lumen may be continuous (lTig. 64, PI. 14), re-
guIarly interrupted 01' only partially interrupted in animaIs from 
the same loeality (Fig. 63, Pl. 14-LDIV). In the young Bra-
zilian and in the European animaIs it shows a continuous Iumen 
(Spengel 1893, p. 143). At the basis of the proboscis the lu-
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men dilates, forming two ventro-Iateral pouches, posteriorly se-
parated by the slceleton of the proboscis. 
The proboscis coelom, dorsally subdivided by the cardiae ve-
sicle into two lateral pouches, is ventrally divided by a septum 
which is initially incomplete. 'l'he ventral vessel is situated in 
this septum. The ventral septum finishes where the coelomatic 
ventral pouch begins, the same as in the European B. cl(l,1/igerus. 
'l'he two coelomatic dorso-lateral ramifications of the protocoel 
reach the neclc of the proboscis and there the left coelomatic 
pouch communicates with the e..~terior by a median OI' left pore. 
'l'he right coelomatic pouch does not. open on the exterior. 
'l'he proboscis slceleton varies in the greater OI' smaller quan-
tity of chondroid tissue and therefore in compactness. The slce-
leton of the animaIs from Oaiobá and Ilha do Mél, have nu-
merous cavities full of pigment (meIanin?) (Fig. 65-08K, PI. 
14) in the older animaIs. In the yOllnger ones there is nothing 
of the kind. The keel may be more 01' Iess rounded, the superior 
pIate may be larger OI' smaller and the skeIeton wings OI' lateral 
expansions may be present OI' not, according to more OI' less 
ekeIetal tissue present (Fig. 65, PI. 14). One skeIeton only, of 
the many examined, was quite different from the others, perhaps 
resulting from a regeneration, OI' from abnormal deveIopment. 
The extent of the malformation can be observed if the Figure 66 
(PI. 14-8K) from a cross-section of the collar of the abnormal 
animal is compared with a cross-section of the same region talcen 
from a normal animal (Fig. 67, PI. 14). 
Ooll(l,r - 'l'he obliqlle muscles are different in the dorsal 
and on the ,"entraI side, the fiye epithelial regions, the longitu-
dinal llluscles, the annuIar blood yessel are characteristics which 
present no diyergence in the seyeral European or in the Bra-
zilian animaIs lllentioned at the beginning of this chapter. The 
variable characters of the collar in the same animaIs are the 
Iength of the dorsal mesentery, always shorter than the ventral 
(it begins arter the third nervous root, in the European animaIs, 
and in the Brazilian it may also appear after the second nervous 
root) ; the longitudinal length of the perihaemal cavities (which 
do not reach the proboscis pore), the presence OI' absence of the 
medullar posterior canal and of the nem'opore, as .well as the 
presence OI' absence of the anterior epiderlllic pouch and neuro-
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pore, belonging to the medulla of the collar. The number of 
nervous dorsal roots from the medulla may also vary from one 
to two 01' to four (Fig. 68, PI. 15). 
TTttnk - The branchial pouches are numerous. They 
may OI' may not show blind branchial caeca hl the Brazilian 
animaIs (Fig. 69-TIS, PI. 15). These caeca are small in the 
Brazilian animaIs and very large in the European ones. The 
synapticula may also vary in number from 13 to 30 in the same 
skeletal basket. They are more numerous in the median region 
than at the beginning 01" at the end of the branchial basket. The 
post-branchial canal (Fig. 71, PI. 15) appears in the older an-
imaIs and may 01' not present a blind caecum (Fig. 70, PI. 15). 
AlI these observations correct what wasl wrong]y ascribed to 
B. paranctensis hl other papers (Bjõrnberg 1953, p. 144-145 and 
151) . 
The different forms assumed by the ventral pharynx vary 
according to the fixative used. 
The gonads are exact]y as those described by Spengel (1893, 
p. 153, 154) for B . clavigerus. The variation shown by the go-
nadsi in Brazilian animaIs are usually the result of differences 
in age. The lateral septa, the dorsal and ventral mesenteries show 
but little variations in their extension and size. No secondary 
pores were observed. No differences were observed between the 
hepatic and caudal regions of the Brazilian and of the European 
animaIs. 
In conclusion, B. paranaensis, B. paranaicola, B. cathari-
nensis, B. ett!rosüwi alld B . nonatoi are conspecific with B. cla-
vigerus. 
d) SPECIFIC V ARIATIONS OF Balanoglossus gigas SPENGEL -
During a study of the function of the hepatic pouches of Bala-
noglossus gigas (Bjõrnberg, 1951), the great variability of this 
species was noted. 
Proboscis - The cross-sections of the proboscis show a great 
similarity to those made by Maser on B. carnosus (Maser, 
1913). The glomerulus is very large, enveloping the cardiac 
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vesicle completely (Fig. 73, PI. 16-GL), the spIanchnotheca is 
very thin, the cardiac vesicle (H), is very large (Fig. 72, PI. 16). 
l'he proboscis diverticuIum has two ventral pouches and two 
dorsal pouches (Figs. 74-76, PI. 16-DC, VC), which are gen-
erally fused. The skeleton is relatively strong (Fig. 77, PI. 16). 
It is nearIy identical with that of B . canWSU8 and that of B. 
biminiens1s) described by Willey (1899, p. 289), also with that 
of B. {ligas) described by Spengel (1893, p. 159) if it is taken 
into consideration that this author cross-sectioned the animal in 
a slightly oblique direction when compared to Willey's or to 
Maser's sections (Fig. 81, PI. 17). The yentral coelomatic pouch 
in the examined animaIs is also enveloped by skeletal tissue at 
the posterior region (Fig. 78, PI. 17-VCC). From the anterior 
region' of the skeleton two horns protrude (Fig. 75, PI. 16-SK), 
similar to those observed in animaIs described as B. carnosus) 
B. biminiensis and B . .famaicensis. In B. bimin'iensis by Van 
der Horst (1929, p. 190) the skeleton shows a different aspect 
from that described by 'Vjlley (1899, p. 290). It is thus, a 
species the chief character of which seems to be the variation 
in the form of the skeleton. The terminal yesicle of the dorsal 
coelomic pore of the proboscis has a blind pouch, subdivided 
into two, a smaller one on the right and one on the left (Fig. 76, 
PI. 16-BP). One of the specimenís examined had one pore as in 
B. carnosus)' the other, had two as in B . .famaicensis. Both 
characters are found in B. biminiensis. 
Collar - l'here is an anterior vestibular cayity (an epi-
dermic pouch) anterior to the medulla of the collar. There are 
two yery thick and long nervous roots. 
Trunk - l'he nnmber of synapticula is from 18 to 30 
(Fig. 80, Pl. 17-SY) the same as in B. qigas) B. carnosus and 
B. birruiniensis. The branchial pouches are provided with long 
blind sacs (Fig. 80, PL 17-BS), characteristic of the other above 
mentioned species. The caudal region also presents a pygochord. 
The genital region (Fig. 79, PI. 17) and the hepatic regions are 
exactly like those described in B. gigas and B. carnosus. No an-
atomical differences were noted which might permit a separation 
of these animaIs into four, species.' 
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e) NOTES ON Glossobalanus' crozieri V. d. Horst - From 
the three species studied this was the one which showed the least 
divergence from the original deseription by v. d . Horst in 1924 
(Horst 1939, p. 696) . The longitudinal pIeats in the ventral 
dilation of the collar pore were not observed. 
2 - CLASSIFICATION OF GENERA AND SPECIES 
Owing to the anatomieal yariation of the adults and of their 
larvae and considering the similarity of the specific eharacters 
just studied it seems advisable to classify the genera and the 
speeies found in Brazil as follows: 
Fam. P T Y C H O D E R I D A E Spengel, 1893 
Genus B A L A N O G L O S S U S Delle Chiaje, 1829 
a) BALANOGLOSSUS CLAVIGERUS D elle Chiaje, 1829 
Ptychodera clavigera Spengel 1893, 
Rctlanoglossus clavigerus v. d. Horst 1939. 
B. paranaensis Bjõrnberg 1952. 
B. paranaicola Bjõrnberg 1952. 
B. eufrosinoi Sawaya ,& Forneris 1953. 
B. nonatoi Sawaya ,& Forneris 1953. 
B. catharinensis Sawaya ,& Forneris 1953. 
DIAGNOSIS - To Spengel's (1893, p. 137) and to Van 
der Horst's (1939, p . 704) diagnosis the following may be added: 
M ode of life - The worm builds tubular galleries of 0,5 
em in diameter by digging in the fine sand of thebeaehes reached 
by the waves from the open sea. 'l'he gallery which has' the shape 
of an U letter goes up to 20 or 30 em in depth approximately, 
with lateral ramifications. 
Size and external aspect - Variable. The limits of variation 
are registered on Table 5. The genital wings may show 2 to 6 
mm in width. 
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internal anatomry - Variable thickness of the circular mus-
cular layer. The proboscis diverticulum is more 01' less curved, 
and its lumen may be continuous 01' noto The splanchnotheca 
has a variable width. The glomerulus also varies in size and its 
glomerulus vessels are more 01' less ramified and in larger or 
smaller number. The cardiac vesicle varies in width and the 
proboscis skeleton may contain more or less sl{eletal subsíance 
(Fig. 63, Pl. 14). In the collar there are one to four nervous 
roots. The neuroporus, ' the anterior epidermic pouch and the 
posterior canal of the medulla may be present or noto In the 
genital region there may 01' there may not be a postbranchial 
canal according to the age of the animal. The dorsal glomerulus 
is only observed in young animaIs. 
Larva - Tornariae nviilleri (Spengel), krohni (Spengel), 
tel"gestina (Stiasny), mourei and lilianae (Bjornberg) . The de-
velopment as described by Stiasny (1913, 1914) and by Spengel 
(1893). The larva, aIive or fixed, shows variation of the externaI 
form, specially in the "Krohn" stage, in which it may vary from 
0,40 to 1,50 mm, when fixed, and from 1,00 to more than 2,00 
mm, when alive. The form of the digestive tube may vary also 
(cylindrical 01' spherical) and finally the time at which the coeI-
oma appear (end of the "Metschnikoff" stage 01' beginning of 
the "Krohn" stage). 
DrscussrON - The great variability of the species, as has 
been established in the preceding chapter, is coincident with the 
large distribution of the same on the Brazilian coast, from the 
Rio Grande do Sul up to the Amazon. The only character not 
observed in the Brazilian specimens and found in the European 
ones is the muscular sphincter at the basis of the proboscis. but 
it was verified that the thickness of the proboscis musculature 
varies also. Therefore it does not seem right to consider the 
Brazilian animaIs as a subspecies 01' a species different from B. 
clavigerus in Europe, until all the animaIs of the Brazilian bea-
ches and those of the European ones are properly studied . In 
consequence B. paranaensis) B. pal"anaicola) B. ettfrosinoi) B. no-
natoi) B. cathal"inensi81 and B. clavigerus are considered conspecific. 
The adults spawn at the end of August, so the larvae appear 
in the plankton in our waters during September, 01' at the earliest 
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in August. After the end of April, the following year, they are 
rare in the planldon samples. The species may live in places 
near the mouths of rivers (Amazon, Paranaguá Bay, Santos and 
São Luiz beaches, etc.) 01' in places with great daily variations 
of salinity. In these there are a lot of diatoms in the plankton. 
Adults which may suffer great variations of salinity give their 
larvae very favourable conditions of nutrition. 
OCCURRENCE - Adults - Rio de Janeiro, coast of São 
Paulo, Paraná and Santa Catarina. Larvae - In Brazilian wa-
ters from 329 16,2' S, off Lagoa dos, Patos (Rio Grande do Sul) 
up to OQ 50,0' N, off the mouth of the Amazon river. It hasl not 
yet been found in the region between Rio de Janeiro and Rio 
Grande do Norte (see Map 3). 
REl\1AINING DIS'l'RIBUTION - Mediterranean and coast of 
Brittany. 
b) BALANOGLOSSUS GIGAS (Spengel) 1893 
Ptychodera gigas Spengel 1893. 
Bal(tnoglossus carnosusl Willey 1899; Maser 1913; Tre-
wawas 1931; Horst 1939. 
Balanoglossus biminiensis "Willey 1899; Horst 1939. 
Balanoglossus jamaicensis Willey 1899; Horst 1939. 
Balanoglossus gigos Horst 1939. 
DIAGNOSIS - M ode 01 lile - 1'hey dig galleries in the 
sand of the beaches, where the sand is muddy and full of bits 
of shells, near the mangrove or in coral sand. Their tubular 
galleries measure 1 cm in diameter, they are more tortuouS! than 
those made by B. clavigerus and different too, for they are always 
full of mucus. The galleries are 30 cm deep, more 01' less. 
Lenga" 01 the animal - up to 2,5 m. 
External anatomy - Proboscis nearly totally or at least 
partialy enveloped by the collar. Collar very long with an 
annular groove between the first and the second of the 
third part of it, and a stronger yellow margin at the end 
of the collar. The genital wings envelop the branchial and geni-
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tal regions completely. They are larger in the middle of the 
genital region, and come to an end before the hepatic region. 
'l'he branchial and hepatic regions are exactly as they ha ve been 
described by Willey and V. d. Horst for B. carn08U8. 
Colour - The immature animaIs and males are yellow and 
orange coloured. The females are yellow and grey to lilac coloured 
on the genital wings. According to Willey they may still show 
brown and alternating red bands, when they live in coralline 
regions (W est Indies). 
Internal anatomy - The circular museles do not form 
a sphincter at the basis of the proboscis. The longitudinal mus-
eles are more 01' less strong and show strands radially. The 
muscular dorso-ventral plate is well developed. The ventral sep-
tum does not reach the end of the ventral coelomatic cavities. 
The ventral coelomatic pouch generally protrudes into the skel-
eton (Fig. 78, PI. 17), but it may· a1so not do so. Only the 
coelomatic pouch on the left is in communication with the ecto-
dermic vesicle of the coelomopore. 'l'his may be incompletely 
divided in to two equal OI' unequal pouches and both may commun-
icate with the exterior by means of one OI' two pores. In this 
case there are two ectodermal pouches, each communicating with 
its own pore. 'l'he proboscis diverticulum may have four blind 
pouches: two dorsal and two ventral, OI' one on]y lumen, by fusion 
of the ponches. All intermediate stages with two partially fused 
pouches, and three fused pouches may be found. The dorsal 
glomerulus is very large. The skeleton 1s strong OI' weak, formed 
by three parts: the superior pIa te, the main mass, the keel and 
the crura OI' arms of the skeleton. The pIa te may be more or 
less sl~eleta 1, and may present two anterior horns. These may 
be more OI' less ramified and penetrate more OI' less into the 
proboscis diverticulum. The crUI'a. extend backwards a very short 
way and then curve in a right angle towards the ventral side of 
the collar. The collar shows a dorsal mesentery more OI' less 
developed, a dorsal neryous cord containing no central canal but 
many little cavities and from one to three dorsal nervous roots. 
These are very thiclc 'l'he coeIomopore of the collar has one 
dorsal foId. 
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Trunk - The branchial region has branchial pouches 
with enormous blind caeca; synapticulla of the branchial skel-
eton from 18 to 50 in number; and gonads, which do not begin 
right after the collar. The margin of the genital pleurae show 
no gon3/ds, the secondary genital pores are lateral to the sublat-
eral line. There are two ciliated grooves in the caudal and in 
the hepatic regions. There is a pycochord. 
La1"'L'a - Probably tornariae '1Celdoni, caú'nsiensis OI' setoensis. 
DISCUSSION Several facts point to the probability 
t hat B . gigas, B. carnosus, B . biminiens'is, B. jamaicensis' really 
belong to one species onl}", although so widely distribnted. They 
elo not even show a morphological elistinctiveness, which is con-
sidered as "only a general not an infallible guide in delimitting 
a species" (Cain 1954, p. 97). The occurrence of many varieties 
has already been observed to be a common fact in two species of 
the family Ptychoderidae: P. fla1:((, (Horst, 1932; Pampapathi 
Rao, 1952) and B. clavige1·us. There are two popnlations "geo-
gl'aphically definable" (Cain 1954, p. 69-70): the Atlantic (B. 
gi!J(ls, B. biminiensis and B. jamaicensis) and the Pacific (B. 
ca/"JLosus, and perhaps B . numeensis). 'l'hey are "taxonomically 
elistinct" (Cain, loco cit.) anel therefore can be assigneel to the 
l'a nk of sub-species (Cain, loco cit.). The term semi-species sug-
gesteel by Mayr (Cain 1954, p. 70) is perhaps the best employeel 
in this case; but to proye whether they are species, genetically 
isoJateel, 01' whether they are still snb-species is practically im-
possible, o'lving to the great elifficulty in collecting anel rearing 
these animal S. 
B. carn osus, B. biminiensis, B. jamaicens is' anel B. gigas are 
consielereel as conspecific because of the great similarity of their 
anatomical features. The larvae which are relateel geographically 
to the aelults mentioneel, also seem to be of one species only. 
B. 1/.umeensis (Maser, 1913) from New Caleelonia might be an-
other snb-species OI' species very closely relat~el to B. gigas car-
nOS1/,S. B. studliosorum (V. el. Horst 1940, p. 335) of Inyack Is. 
(Portuguese East Africa) is closely relateel ,to B, numeensisy' 
bnt from the relateel forms it is the one which shows the greatest 
morphological elivergence frbm B . gigas. It is possible that B. 
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gigas carnosus, B. numeensis and B. studiosorttm constitute a 
polytypic species (Cain 1954, p. 72) which might be united into 
one super-species, dispersed throughout the Indo-Pacific and In-
dian Oceans. There were apparently not enough barriers to pro-
duce the isolation necessary for the formation of new species in 
the West Atlantic. 
It would be more prudent to c011sider two subspecies of the 
species B. gigas: the Atlantic and the Pacific subspecies, with the 
following diagnosis: 
a') BALANOGLOSSUS GIGAS GIGAS 
DIAGNOSIS - Very large, some times up to 2,5 m. Fre-
quently two pores of the coeloma of the proboscis. Large wing-
lilre expansions and protuberant keel on the skeleton. More var-
iability of the sIreleton. Proboscisl diverticulum with variable 
form of a more 01' less square outline in cross-section 01' even with 
the outline of an eight. Two dorsal and two ventral pouches at 
the basis of the diverticulum, which may be fused 01' not. Larva: 
tornaria weldoni 01' setoensis more frequently. 
OCCURRENCE - São Sebastião. 
DISTRIBU'l'ION - Brazil (Florianópolis and São Sebastião), 
Bahamas, Bermudas, Curaçao, Tobago, Jamaica. 
b') BALANOGLOSSUS GIGAS CARNOSUS 
DIAGNOSIS - Smaller length (up to one meter). Gen-
erally the coelomoduct of the proboscis finished by a vesicular 
pouch divided incompletely and with only one pore. Wing-Jike 
expansions and keel of the skeleton more 01' less pointed. Pro-
boscis diverticulum with more 01' less square outline, in a cross-
section. Larva: tornaria cairnsiensis probably. 
DISTRIBUTION - Japan (Misald), Maledives, Australia 
(Low Islands), New Caledonia, Kei Is., Amboina, New Britain, 
Indochina (Map 4). 
Genus G L O S SOB A L A NUS S pengel 1901 
c) GLOSSOBALANUS CROZIERI Van der Horst 1924 
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LENG'l'I-I - 2,5 em . 
DISCUSSION - The characters which the Brazilian and 
the Bermudian animals; have in common are the presence of a 
skeleton with a very large keel and very long crm'a, hardly curved 
at all (Figs. 83-87, PI. 18-SK), the situation and aspect of the 
proboscis pore (Figs. 85·84, PI. 18-PP), the presense of 4 dorsal 
nervous roots the first of which being very thjck (Fig. 88. PI. 
19-RND), 8 synapticula in the branchial skeleton (Fig. 89, PI. 
19-5Y), the left ciliated groove in the abdominal region of the 
digestive tube. The only anatomical divergences observed in this 
anünal when compared to the specimen of Bermudas, are the 
larger glomerulus, which also extends itself over the proboscis 
diverticulum (Fig. 82, PI. 18-G L), and the fact that there are 
no large ventral longitudinal folds in the collar pore (Fig. 90, 
PI. 19-PC). The characters mentioned above and the size of the 
animal, which was mature classify it in this species. 
LARVA - ? 
OCCURRENCE - São Sebastião ~:. (under the stones exposed 
during very low tide). 
REMAINING DISTRIBUTION - Bermudas. 
v - SUMARIO 
Vários trabalhos foram publicados sôbre os enteropneustos 
do Brasil (J. VV. Spengel, 1893; F . Müller, 1898; P. Sawaya, 
1950; L. Forneris & P. Sawaya, 1953; T. Bjõrnberg, 1952, 1953, 
1953a e 1955). Poucas observações haviam sido feitas quanto 
ao desenvolvimento dos mesmos e quanto à relação das larvas 
com os adultos e sua distribuição geral na costa do Brasil. Os 
adultos foram coletados nas praias do Paraná e de São Paulo 
(Brasil) e as larvas, ao largo da costa brasileira desde 34° 49,0' S 
até 05° 44,3' N, desde o ano de 1952 até o ano de 1958. Nos 
adenda estão indicados os pontos onde se fizeram coletas, quase 
(") The author is indebted to Prof. L. R. Tommasi for thc specimen here 
described. 
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tôdas superficiais. Criamos algumas das larvas capturadas. Ou-
tras, das 3.205 larvas obtidas, para êste estudo, fixadas em Bouin 
e Pampel conservaram melhor os caratéres externos que as fixa-
das simplesmente em formol. 
Tornária mourei apareceu em grandes números no plancton 
coletado ao largo de Cananéia e seu desenvolvimento foi obser-
vado. Coincidiu inteiramente com o descrito por Stiasny (1913, 
1914) para as laryas européias de Balanoglossus clarigerus. A 
metamorfose da larva também confirmou o que Spengel (1893) 
havia verificado para B. clavigerus em Nápoles. Durante êstes 
estudos, notou-se uma grande variação de forma e de outros eara-
téres da larva e dos adultos desta espécie. Verificou-se a "ar1a-
ção e a gradação entre si de caratéres considerados anteriormente 
como específicos dos Balanoglossus: B. cla'Gigenls) B. paranae1tsis) 
B. paranaicola) B. eujrosinoi) B. catha1'inensis) B. nonatoi em ani-
mais pertencentes à mesma população e localidade. Por êsse 
motivo, foram considerados sinônimos de B. clavigerus. A única 
diferença entre o espécime eUI'opeu e os brasileiros' é a presença 
de um esfincter na base da proboscis, caráter que não pareceu 
suficiente para considerar os animais brasileiros como subespécie, 
pois constatou-se nitidamente a variabilidade da grossura da 
musculatura circular da proboscis. Verificou-se também que os 
aspectos diferentes de tOI'nárias mourei e liUanae eram artefactos 
de fixação da tornária de B. clavigerus. 'l'ornária tergestincl 
(Stiasny, 1927) poderia quando muito ser considerada um ecofe-
nótipo da tornária de B. clavigerus. 
Ocorrer~m em águas brasileiras as tornárias weldoni) cairn.-
siens'is e setoensis e outras larvas de tamanho maior e interme-
diário entre as precedentes. Observou-se, ainda, a presença de 
indhTiduos com número de tentúculos, intermediário. Em todos 
os exemplares mencionados chamou atenção a forma caracterís-
tica da protocela com o celomoduto curto., assim como a forma 
e o afastamento dos celomas em relação ao estômago. Geogrà-
ficam ente pareceu que tornária weldoni e demais larvas pare-
cidas já mencionadas, são relacionadas com Balanoglossus, gigas) 
B. b'iminiensis e B. jamaicensis ' ( das Índias Ocidentais e das Ba-
hamas) e com B. carnosus (do Pacífico). 'l'anto B. gigas como 
sua larva provúvel apresentam uma variação de caratéres somente 
ultrapassada pela "ariabilidade de B. clav'if)enls. Isso parece 
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indicar que B. biminiensis, B. jamaicens'is" B. cantosus e B. g'igas 
sejam sinônimos. Só o estudo do ciclo completo dêstes animais 
resolverá êsse problema. Neste trabalho atribuimos duas subes-
pécies a B. gigas: 1) B. gigas gigas, de tamanho maior, atWn-
tica e 2) B. gigas carnosus, de tamanho menor, pacífica. Lem-
brando a variação de caratéres de tornária weldoni, parece possí-
yel concluir que tornária ritteri é apenas uma variação da mesma, 
e que tornária krohni do Mediterrâneo é um ecofenótipo pro-
vàyelmente. 
Foi constatada a variabilidade dos caratéres considerados 
específicos das tornárias m01'gani, chierclúai I , e grenache1'·i em 
amostras de águas brasileiras do sul até o norte; nas mesmas 
amostras verificou-se a presença de tornárias com caratéres ilüpr-
mediários entre elas. Isto levou à suposição de que estas larvas, 
assim como tornárias susakiensis (Tokioka, 1937) e s nelliusi 
(Stiasny, 1935), sejam na realidade pertencentes à mesma espécie, 
provàvelmente Ptychodera flava. 
Tornárias dubia idênticas às do Mediterrâneo, ocorreram ao 
largo do Uruguai e do Brasil (Estados de Sta. Catarina, Paraná, 
Espírito Santo, Alagoas, Maranhão). Estas larvas, relacionadas 
por Stiasny ao Glandiceps talaboti, ainda não encontrado ao 
largo do Brasil, mostram muito pequena variação de forma. Isto 
pode ser devido ao fato destas tornárias possuirem o líquido 
blastocélio mais volumoso e viscoso. Foi possível verificar 
que as bôlsas branquiais nestes animais só aparecem muito tarde, 
durante a metamorfose. As bôlsas celomáticas são relativamente 
menos musculares que as de outras larvas no mesmo estágio 
de desenvolvimento. 
O nome de uma das larvas, que ocorre desde o Rio Grande 
do Sul até Ubatuba, foi aqui mudado para nordestina, a fim de 
não permitir a confusão desta larva (inicialmente ?enominada 
stiasnyi) com a tornária de Glandiceps stiasnyi (Pampapathi 
Rao, 1953). O desenvolvimento e a origem dos celomas assim 
como a ausência de lóbos e de linguetas secundárias no estágio 
"Krohn" em tornária nordestina aproximam-na anatômicamente 
da tornária de New England descrita por Morgan. Esta, proyà-
veImente, pertence a Glossobalanus e não a Sch'izocard ium" como 
havia sido proposto em outro trabalho. Glossobala,nus minutu,s 
assinalaclo anteriormente por Spengel (1893) no Rio de Janeiro, 
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nunca mais foi encontrado, mas, registou-se neste trabalho a co-
leta recente de Glossobalanus crozier'i em São Sebastião. A larva 
de New England poderia pertencer a essa espécie, descrita ori-
ginalmente das Bermudas. 
Verificou-se que a tornária de B. clavige1'us alimenta-se de 
diatomáceas (uma vez foi encontrado um copépodo em seu estô-
mago). Quando colocada em aquário, move-se para o lado ilu-
minado. Foram medidos seus batimentos cardíacos. As larvas 
jovens são encontradas muito próximas das pra ias ou em água 
rasa e os estágios mais velhos de desenvolvimento, sômente a uma 
certa distància da costa e em profundidades maiores. As maiores 
tornárias capturadas foram encol1cradas à distância de várias 
milhas da costa. 
O fenômeno de metamorfose retardada explicaria o apareci-
mento de larvas grandes de B . clavigerus) de tornárias chierchiai 
I e weldoni em estágios "Krohn", "Spengel" e "Agassiz" de desen-
volvimento em amostras coletadas longe da costa. Êste fenô-
meno é importante para a dispersão da espécie e sua sobrevivência. 
As águas superficiais (até 200 m de profundidade) das costas 
brasileiras podem ser classificadas em 3 tipos principais: águas 
costeiras de salinidade muito variável, mais baixa que 34 0/ 00 , e 
de temperatura alta em geral; águas misturadas de plataforma, 
de salinidade aproximadamente de 35 0/ 00 e de temperatura alta; 
e finalmente, águas da corrente do Brasil ou da corrente Sul-
Equatorial, de salinidade acima de 36 0/00 e de temperatura alta. 
Nestas últimas são encontradas as larvas maiores em estágios 
"Krohn", "Spengel" e "Agassiz" do tipo chierchiai I)dubia e wel-
doni. As tornárias do B. clavige1'us) chierchiai I e n01'destina 
foram encontradas nos três tipos de águas - as jovens próximas 
da costa. Tornárias dubia e 1J)e ldoni ocorreram em geral em águas 
de salinidade mais alta. Nas amostras onde apareceram torná-
rias de B . clavigerus em grande quantidade, determinou-se a fau-
na e a flora planctônicas acompanhantes. Quando possível, foi 
ainda relacionado o número e volume de tornárias com o volume 
de plancton por litro de água amostrada (Tabela 4). 
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VI - ADDENDUM 
(LIST OF THE STATIONS WHERE THE SAMPLES 
WERE COLLECTED) 
The temperature and salinities of the water mentioned in 
the lists were usually those of the surface, and those taken at 
the greatest depth from which the haul was made. These data 
therefore refer to the maximum and minimum which the larva 
may actually suffer. Where only one salinity and one temper-
ature are indicated they refer to the surface temperature and 
surface salinity of the sea water. OH Cananéia the salinity was 
not always mentioned and the ebb and flow of the tide was men-
tioned instead. During the ebb the water was almost brackish 
and during the flow of the ti de it showed up to 35 0/00 of salinity. 
In bracketts, after the position of each station, comes the 
name of the nearest town or geographical landmark and the name 
of the ship from which the plankton was collected. As each 
expedition used different numbers for its stations, the sample 
number by which it is kept in the Instituto Oceanográfico's Plankt-
on Museum (Catalogue number) has also been mentioned in the 
lists so as to permit a rapid reference. 
The following papers should be consulted for further phys-
ical and chemical data and other details about the cruises: 
Emilsson (1956); Vannucci (1957); Brasil (AGI) - 1957-1959; 
Japan (Nat. Dep. Fisheries) - 1958. 
Details about the plankton nets used and mentioned in the 
lists may be also found in Sverdrup et aI. (1954, p. 377-379). 
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VIII - EXPLANATION OF PLATES 
Abbreviations ttsed.-
Bl'anchial pouch 
Blind pouch 
Bl'anchial blind sac 
Branchial skeleton 
Ciliated band 
Coelomoduct 
Coeloma 
Collal' coeloma 
Trunk coeloma 
N ervous cord 
Skeleton cavity 
Dorsal pouches of the di-
vel'ticulum 
P,'oboscis divcl'ticulum 
Eye 
Extel'nal epithelium 
Internai epithelium 
Muscular fibers of the oe80-
phagus 
Ciliated band 
Muscular fibcl's 
Glomcrulus 
Gonad 
P"otocoel 
Intestinc 
Lumen of diverticulum 
LW 
MA 
MED 
MF 
NG 
OM 
P 
PBR 
PC 
PG 
PlI 
PI 
PN 
PP 
PBRC 
SI{ 
SP 
SPL 
S'l' 
SY 
TE 
VC 
VCC 
Latcra l wall of stomach 
Maser's cross-section 
Collar medulla, 
Muscular fibers? 
Neural groove 
Origin of muscular fibers 
Branchial pore 
Pore of the branchial pouch 
Collar pore 
Genital pore 
Pharynx 
Pigmen t cells 
POlymorphous nucleus 
Protocoel pore 
Postbranchial cavjty 
Skeleton 
Spengel's cross-section 
Splancnotheca 
Stomach 
Synapticula 
\Vill ey's cross-section 
Telotroch 
Ventral cavity of diverti-
culum 
Ventral coelomatic cavity 
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PLATE I 
Fig. 1 - Living specimen of tornaria of B. clavigems (1,25 mm long). Lateral view. 
Fig. 2 - Living specimen of B. clavigents tornaria (1,4 mm). Lateral view. 
Fig. 3 - Larva of B. clavigents fixe<! in Bouin (0,8 mm long). 
Fig. 4 - Larva of B. clavigems fixed in Pampel. Lateral view. 
Fig. 5 Larva of B. clavigents fixed in 4% formalin. Lateral view. 
Fig. 6 - L arva of B. clavigents fixed in 4% formalin . Oaptured at a grcat dis-
tance from the coast. Large formo 
BJORNBERG, T. K. S. - On Errteropneusta .. . PLATE I 
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PLATE II 
Fig. 7 - The lateral and inferior dorsal lobes and the tentacles of the lateral 
lobe of several tornariae chierchiai I from 2,20 mm to 3,75 mm longo 
Fig. 8 Inferior dorsal lobes of 28 tornariae chim'chiai I in the "Krohn" stage 
(aH fixed at the same time in 4% formalin). 
Fig. 9 - Lateral lobe of 6 tornariae weldoni. 
Fig. 10 .- The coeloma of a giant larva, captured at a grea t distance from the 
coast (torna'ria nOl·destina). 
BJORNBERG, T. K. S -. On Enteropneusta . .. PLATE II 
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Fig. 12 
Fig. 13 
Fig. 14 
Fig. 15 
Fig. 16 
Fig. 17 
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PLATE lI! 
Tornaria nO/·destina fixed in Bouin and observed immediatly afterwards 
("Spengel" or "Agassiz" stage). 
Tornal·ia nordestina recently fixed in Bouin ("Krohn" stage). 
'l.'ornaria nordestina fixed in 4% formalin ("Krohn" stagc). 
Latero-ventral vicw of tornaria weldoni . "Krohn" stage. 
Dorsal view of tornaria weldoni. "Krohn" stage. 
Lateral view of tornaria weldoni in "Krohn" or "Spengel" stage. 
'l.'ornaria weldoni. Lateral view of an old "Krohn" stage. 
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PLATE IV 
Fig. 18 - Living specimen of B. clav'igems ("Müller" stage). 
(0,25 mm). 
Ventral view. 
Fig. 19. - Reconstruction of B. clavigents clitvigerus "Hei der" stage from several 
sections parallel to the horizontal plane. 
Fig. 20 Tornaria chierchiai I in "~'Iüller" stage. Fixed material. (0,13 mm). 
Fig. 21 Tornaria chierchiai I in "Heider" stage. Fixed material. (0,20 mm). 
Fig. 22 Tornaria chie,·chiai I in young "Metschnikoff" stage. Dorsal view. 
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PLATE V 
Fig. 23 - Longitudinal section through young "Mctschnikoff" stage (0,25 llllll 
long) of B. clav,jgents. 
Fig. 24 - Tornaria chiel'chiai l. Epitheliulll of tentacle. Surfacc view. 
Fig. 25 - Horizontal section of tornaria nO!'destina in very advanced "Metschnikoff" 
stage: detai! showing origin of the cocloma. 
Fig. 26 - B. clavigel'us. Detai! of the cardiae vesicle in advanccd "Metschnikoff" 
stage, in a sagittal section. 
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PLATE VI 
Lateral view of tornaria dubia fixcd in 4% formalin. (InternaI a na tomy) . 
Fixed "Krohn" to "Spengel" stage of tornaria dubia (1,0 mm long). 
Dorso-apical view. 
B. clavigents. Dorsal view of living proboscis coelom and cardiac vesiclc, 
with indications of movements of the same. 
B. clavigents tornaria. Lateral view, showing internaI anatomy, with 
indications of movements of the oesophagus. 
Tornaria weldoni in "Krohn" stage. Schematic view of eyes, proboscis 
coelom and cardiac vesicle. 
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PLATE VII 
Detail of Cl'oss-section of advanced "Kol'hn" stage of B. claV'iger'us, show-
illg dorsal nel'VOUS cOl'd. 
Sagittal section of tOl'naria in "Krohn" stage of B. clavigents, 
'l'he same of tornaria nonlestina 
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PLATE VIII 
Fig. 35 '- Dctai! oi cross-section oi thc stomach oi tornaria d'ltbia (1,05 mm long). 
Fig. 36 - Cross-section oi thc same tornaria through the telotroch. 
Fig. 37 - Cross-section oi the samo tornaria through the stomach. 
Fig. 38 - Cross-section th rough the tornaria oi B. clavigent8 in thc "Spengel" to 
"Agassiz" stage. 
Fig.39 Dorsal view oi "l(rohn" to "Spengol" stagc oi development oi B. clavi-
gel"'lt8 irom the living. 
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PLATE IX 
Detail of cross-section of "Krohn" stage of B. clavigerns. 
Cross·scction of tornnria nordest'ina in thc "Agassiz" stagc. 
Epithelium of stomach anel cocloma of a "Spcngcl" stagc of tom:lI'ia 
nordestina. 
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PLATE X 
Fig. 43 - Cross-section through larva in metamorphosis oi B. clavigems. Detail. 
Fig. 44 - Detail oi sagittal section of larva in "Agassiz" stage of B. clavigerus. 
Fig. 45 - Horizontal section of la rva in metamorphosis (0,73 m1l1 long) of B. 
clavigerus. 
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Fig. 48 
Fig. 49 
Fig. 50 
Fig. 51 
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PLATE XI 
Dorsal view of advanced "Agassiz" stagc of development. of n. clavige1'1ts. 
"Agassiz" stage fixed in Bouin. Ventral and dorsal views. 
Coeloma of larva in "Spengel" stage of a 3,3 mm long tomaria dubia. 
Initial mctamorphosis of B. clavige1'tts. From the livil1g. 
Thc same after the prcceding stage. Origin of branchial pouchcs. 
Larva in metamorphosis, one day after the stage figurcd in Fig. 49. 
Fig. 52 '1'he same, with thrcc pairs of brallchial pouches. 
Fig. 53 - '1'he smne, with four pairs of branchial pouches. 
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PLATE XII 
Th" ncrvous medulla of the collar in the la rva of TJ. clav;gel'1ts. Cross-
scction. 
'l'he nf'ul'a l g roove in the larva of B. clal:;gel'1ts in metamol'phosis. Cross-
section. 
Late!'al vicw of larva of B. clavigents with fout· pai,'s of bl'anchinl pouches 
after colomtion with bOl':lx-cal'lnin8 and clearing in clove!' oi !. 
Sagittal scctiOll t hl'ough larva in Illctamol'phosi s. 
Dctail of Fig. 57, as indicatcd in the squal'e. 
JI 
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PLATE XIII 
Fig. 59 - Cross-section of larva of B. clavigents (0,76 mm long) at thc levcl of 
the branchial pore. Metamorphosis. 
Fig. 60 - Sagittal section of the pl'oboscis of the larva figurcd in Fig. 56, Pl, 12. 
Fig. 61 - ExternaI epithelium oi larva in metamorphosis, obtaincd by rcaring of 
tornaria dttb'ia. 
Fig.62 Detail of cross-section through tornaria dttbia in mctamorphosis, showing 
ectoderm, mesodcl'm and endodcrm. 
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PLATE XIV 
Fig. 63 - Deta il of sagittal section of proboscis of B. clavige1"Us, showing skeleton, 
diverticulum, etc. (Schematically) . 
Fig. 64 - Detail of horizontal section of the same (proboscis diverticulum). 
Fig. 65 Ventral view of skeleton of B. clavigems obtained by maceration in 
potash at 1%. 
Fig.66 Cross-section of the collar of B. clavigerus, showing abnormal growth of 
the skeleton. 
Fil'(. 67 - The same. showim: normal f(rowth of the skeleton. 
/ 
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PLATE XV 
Fig. 68 - Dotail of cross·section through collar region, showing dorsal medulla and 
neI·vous roots of B. clavigerus. 
Fig. 69 - Detail of cross-section through branchial region (11. claviger'lts). 
Fig. 70 - Detail of sagittal section through transitional region between the bran-
chi aI and the genital regions, showing postbranchial canal with blind 
pouch (13. clavigems). 
Fig. 71 - The same without blind pouch (B. clav-igenls). 
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PLATE XVI 
Fig. 72 - Balanoglossns g'igas (100 em long). Cl'oss-see tion of pl'oboscis. 
Fig. 73 - The same anterior to t he preeeding section. 
Fig. 74 - Cross-seetion thl'ough the proboseis-neck in th e same animal. 
Fig. 75-76 - Serial sections of proboscis neek and anterior eollar region below the 
section of figure 74. 
Fig. 77 - The skeleton of B. gigas obtained by maceration in a solution of soda at 
1 %. Ventral view. Th e ramifications of the plate have not been rep-
resented in thc drawing. 
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PLATE XVII 
Detail of Cl'OSs-scction thl'ough the wings of the pl'oboscis skelcton a t 
the height of the collal' of B. gígas. 
Fig. 79 - Cross-section thl'ough the genital region of B. gígas. 
Fig. 80 - Branchial region of the same in cross-section. 
Fig. 81 Schematic representation of longitudinal section of B. g'Ígas with tlie 
directions of Spengcl's (SP), Maser's (MA), and vVilley's or the authol" S 
sections (T). 
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PLATE XVI II 
Fig. 82 - Cross-section through the central proboscis organs of Glo88obalan1l8 
cl'oziel"i. 
Fig. 83-85 - Serial sections through the proboscis -neck at thc height of thc proboscis 
pore. 
Fig. 86-87 - Serial cross-sections through the keel of the skeleton of the proboscis. 
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PLATE XIX 
Fig. 88 - Dotai! of cross-section through tho first nervous root of the medulla of 
Glossobalanus crozieri. 
Fig. 89 - Cross-section through the branchial rcgiou of G. crozieri. 
Fig. 90 - Cross-section through the collm·-pore of G. crozie,·i. 
Fig. 91 - Cross-section through the genital region of G. crozieri. 
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